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ABSTRA=

This' gaide book is intendeid for special education
teachers who need suggestions for implemeriting career education ideas
into existing, curricala\ altd regular education teachers of the
mainstreameA,handicappeA who need suggestions for adapting their
regukar car-4r education offerings f3r their-handicapped students.
The first :three sections, of 'the guide book provide notes to the
teacher a,f the'.mainstreared" handicapped, -define career educatidn, and.
describe 'the career education approazh in South Carolina. The
w .inidg seven-l.ections present activity, sweets within se,yen basic
c Yeer education leaents: (1) self-knowled4e, ,(2) deciii6n making f

13) -career awarefiess, (4) economic 'aliveness, (5) edUcational
awarenhoss? (6) attitades and appreciations, and (7) social awareness.
Each activ*ity sheet fallows a typical forgiat that includes the ..

following sectiods: basic career element., long-Tinge learner
bbierAiia, slièciac 5h5rt-term betkavioral objective, suggeste'd
subject area, suggested Aevelopm64ta1 age , activities/strategies and /
materials/resoicese and.oth.e7 related actjvitles. (LRA)
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I FOREWORD

n 1972 George Gallup polled American parents regarding-tbe 'reasons tioey wanted their sons and daughteis tO
get an education. The-responses in three-fourths of tile cases were "to get better jobs, make more money, and. --
achieve financial success." Their'answers tremors througli the educational establishment. This poll of pUblic
attitude brought into focus the blurred image a-What--adtftsition is supposed to be about and helped touch off ode
of the fastest growing educational movements in history Career-Education,

South Carolina can be proud of its progress in Oareter Education. We hive arrived at a pcii;frn-iirne
every school district has at least one component of b Career Education program.

We hope that thip resource manual will aid those school personnel who,ere seeking to establish career education
activities for the exceptional students. The document was prepared by a tiacher for use by her felloW teachers;'
hence, it is written and organized in 'a practical and straightforward manner.

,

We anticipate tkat the manual will serve as a Valuable resEnirce as teachers attempt to familiarizeoL4r people'
with broad categories of jobs and to make them aware of the didpity of all honest work. It is based cin prem ise ..

that most youngsters are eager to recognize and ktentify their own aptitudes, attitudes, potential, likes and iersions,
and career options.

At

Charlie G. Williams
State Suiperintendent of Eduiation.
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INTRODUCTION

Oyr public schools are still not adequately preparing most handicapped studentC for any type of poit-school

career. In 1976 Viscardi (in a speaCh presented at the annual meeting of the Peesident'sCommittee on Employrnenst

of the Handicapped, Washington, D.C April 30, 1976) reported that only 4 miliion of the 41 million handlcaPPed

adults capable of competitive employment are actually working. Clark (1b79)( states that "special program optiorA

for handitapped children,. particillarly those for the learning disabled, 'emotionally disturbed, and the mildly,

retarded, are still emphasizing cognitive development and academic reme,tion.','

' As a classroom teacher of the secondary age 'mentally hindicapped (both educable and trainable) for the past '

eight years, this author can attest to the abOve statemenM There is nothing sadder than to have one of your students

complete formal schooling to be prepared only to "cliMb up on the couch and watch T.V." for the rest of his or

)4er life._ 's
* * *

This gt.ide book is intended for:
..

. .v
.-Special education t ache's who need an explanation of South Carolina'g career education progr)sW suggdstions

in how to implement areer education ideas into existing curriculums.

-Regular education teachers of the mainstreamed handicapped who need suggestions of' how 43 adapt their regular

career education-offerings for their handicapped students.

In no way should This guide book be thought of as a curriculum; instead it is a compilation4f ideas for implementing

the long range learner objectives of South Carolinas seven basic career elements.

Ttte format of each individual activity sheet isars follows;

--Basic career element: the heading of 4ch page.
*

--Long range learner objective: tkik.T from\th

floj"
; --Specific short-term behavioral otarcpv.elian attempt AO teach to a very small segment ol the long.range learner

objective. Since the o ctive .ig written in behavioral terms; it would be suitable to be incorporated into a student's

Individual I np)eme4tó,L LPIan for his or her !ill.

pline Model Career Education Plan fg:r regular students.

-Suggested subject area: po 13 existing Curriculum area into which to incorporate the objective.
. .

--Suggested developmental age: a suggestion for wholl the objective might be most effective. Here developmental age

includes the motor, cognitive,communication, and Social areas-af development. It is broader than just mental 'age

and more exact than grade placement (which is often based on just chronological age).

--ActivitiesVtegies and materials/resouroes: suggestions for activities to enable the studeht to meet the short term

objective. ,

--Other related activities: brief suggestions of other activities, for teaching to segments of the given long range

olijective-appropriate for students at a higher or lower developmental age than the one given.

Kathleen A. Gruenhagen
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NOTES TO THE REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER
OF THE MAINSTREAMED'HANDICAPPED

1

By accepting a handicapped student into your class, you are helping hin or ter to partially esmeteing labeled

"special",and to receive his/her eduCation in the least ristrictive setting. Relax and enjoy watching your new student

blossom. Although your instructional procedures will probably have to be broadenixl and adapted far hy or hirn, do

not treat the new student special in any other rvay.

gRemember to teach to his/her strength, as ru would to any of your other atudents:

--Hearing impaired should have visual and tactile learning experiences.

impairedishould have auditory and tactile learning experiences..

-Orthopedically impaired should have auditery and visual kearning experiences. .

--Mentally handicapped should have concrete (as oppc;sed to abstract) learning experiences. I

-Emotionally handicapped should haVe.many success-filled experiences.

. --Learning disabled should have brief experiences via his/her strongest processing area.

Use the South Carolina Teacher's Guide to Career Education. Adapt activities. Modify the cavaer education

activities you are already using. Try some of the suggestions in. this guide book. But above,all, 0144 your special

student to the basic career educatioh elements on a retular basis.

,

2
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WHAT IS CAREEA EDUCATION?

In order to fully understand South Caro ina's interpretation of .4treer education, let's look at the meaning of

these words:

-Career: The totality of Work one does in his/her lifetime.-Included here are: many settings (home, school,
factory, community, etc.); \ many roles (student, worker, consumer, citizen, gamily member, etc.); and many

events (job entry/marriage, retiremen( etc.).
.

-Educetign; The totapt4 of experiences tiwugh which one learns-including more than the formal educatienal'

,system.

.

---Wgrki Conscious effort aimed at producing benefits for oneself and/or oneself and others..This does not have

to be paid employment or somethieg ode, does as an adult. Wbrk is also possible foe- children-and the
hand icapped. -

Here in South Carolina, therefore,,career education is:

1. A sequential, developmental.process of specialized experiences for all students.

2. Avencorporatioipf currently established curricula into "'real life" situations.

a.

3. GeaVd toward preparing the individual to Istionally choose a place in the workingsociety.

4. A eollaborative effort involving:
--The formal educational system.
-The busirlesslabor-industry-professional-government community.
--The home and family structure.

A
5.. An approach to educatioA which seeks to bridge the gap between academic and vocational education.

A

6. A vital educational goal-but not necessarily the most important goal for any stuilent.

Since 'career education is to be ineorporated into every subject, teachers are not being called upon to crawd a "new
sUbject" into a heavily filled school day-instead to merely insure that the career thrust is added to what already is
being taught; and since career education is broader than just preparindstudents.to work. at paid employment, career
education is for all levels and types of handicapped students-down to the most Severely handicapped. tereer
Education is truly for all students every day. .

..

-AP
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,.10W IS .e0LITH CAROLINA DOING IT?

The South Carolina career education atiproach incorporates seven basic career -education elements into the .

existing curricula:

1. Self-Knowledge
2. Decision-making skills.

3. Career awareness,

4. Economie awareness.

5. Educational awareness.

6. Attitudes and appreciations.

7. Social awareness.

iirrgr-..,
doe

4441111)0

The. student is to be exposed to the various aspects of each of these elements at even/ grade level-starting in

k indergarten.

in order to guide the school districts in the adminisiration of the program, South Carolina's Model .

CoMprehensive Projki in Career Education suggested the following student outcomes:

Ita

..--Grades f 6: Each student wilt
. ,

1. Have a knbwledge and understandihg of the econgmic, Social and personal impoitance Of work.

2. Understand the range, nature, and relatednyss of occupations in inch of the career groups and in the sp.ecific

occupational clusters covered.

3. Show an awareness of the neecl foF basic educational skills in the world of ikork.

4. Know and practice the desirable habits and attitudes that are needed in Ihe world of work. .

5, Practice decision making and simulate career 'selection.

6. DemOnstrate a positivelkif-image arid attjtude toward others.

HAT an awareneSs of own interests.

** -Grades 7 8: Each stu.dent

1. Have a knowledge and understanding of the economic, social and personal importance of work.

2. Understand the range, nature, and relatedness of occupations in 'specific ocCupational 'blusters cover,ed duril

the year.

3. Understand the need for basic educational skills in the world of work.

4. Know and practice the desirable habits and attitudes that are needed in the world of work.

5. Practice decision making and narrow career choices.

ik Demonstrate a positive selfimag'e and attitude tpward others,

4
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11.

7. Have a knowledge and understanding of her or his interests, abilities values, and needs:

B. Base his or her career choice:(s) on lobowledge arid understanding of his or her interests, abilities, vakies, and

needs.

9. Have basic understanding of the consequences of her or his career choice(s).

*.**--Grades 9-12: Each stLident

1. Have a knowledge and undefstagding of the economk, social and ptysonal significance of work.

2. Underptand the ranee, nature, and relatedness of all work.

3. Understand the need for basic educa#ional rift in the world of work.

4. Know and practice the desirable habits and attitudes that are needed in the world of work.

5. Dembnstrate a positive self-image and attitude toward others.

6. Have a knowledge and understanding of her or his interests, abilities, values, and nieds.

7. -Have a basic understanding of the consequenois of his or her career choieb(s).

8. Narrow her or his career choice(s) and make a decision between a vocational or college preparatory program.

9. Plan an educational program appropriate for her or his career chpice:

10. Be placed in a Job or a tilgher education program following termination from school.

Keep in mind that the above student 'outcomes were designed for the average studen,t. For the more severely

handicapped, some outcomes may not be, applicable while others may be attainable only. at a higher grade level.

I 0
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Sth-F-KNOWLEOGE

Self-knoWledge consists orperceiving one's self as a unique individual separate from all other individuals. This

perception incades an understanding of the dignity of self .on.ari individual basis as well as on a group level. In

addition, it encompasses the feelibg that one has some control over the decisions one makes, the adtion one takes,

and the kind of person one is. Thus, the individual can ultimately Make .a career choice .which relater, to his/her

particular abilities, attitudes and aspirations, thereby achieving a sense of security and personal satisfaction. In the

'classroom such traits as punctuality, neatnets, cooperation, sharing and responsibility can be cultivated, enhancing

one's opinion of himself7herselif as well as making him/her a contributine membeeof society.

Long*rance learner objectives suggested by the South Camlina Department of education Career Education Staff

for the self-knowledge element:

j . To understand that individuals are responsible for their own actions.

2. To feel the dignity of self, on an individual basis as well as in groups.

3. To be aware of individual capabilities and limitations.

4. TP develop a riallistic self-perCeption of individual abilities as they rerate to career choices.

To develop self-confidence in the pursuit of an anticipatdd career choice.

6.. To know that every individual can learn to perform adequately and ran contribute to a variety of situations.

7. To unddritand that individuals differ in their abilities, attitudes, and aspirations.
C.

, 8. To become able to achieve an innate perrnal satisfaction from work. (The job may be school.)

-
9. To know that,the need for security causes manif workers to keep the jobs they have.

10. To realize that if work allows a person to exercise hiso

' then his or her performance will increase.

11. To understand that one should continually reassess one's

present or anticipated life-style. '

12. To recognize the vital importkiof each family member.

r her posktive self-concept and tneln personal needs,

itudes and interests (i.e., values) in relationship to

13, To help match an individual's abilities and interests with the skills and maws in theworld o vvor

14. To learn that the individual must be adaptable in fichanging society.
.

6-



ELEMENT; SELF-KNOWLEDGE

topiallAtiaElEABNIELINURajytz to understand that individuals ere reapdnsible for their own actions.

bicycle safelye:, the studenewill reply: "My job."

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

ft(UPTn fIFVFLCIPMENXAI AAP' 6 - 9

When. asked: "WhOse job is it to see. thItt witii ride your

ACTIVITIES/STRATEG I ES
The student Will:
-Listen to guest speakers from policecdepartment and
local bicycle club.

-Using a model road and Model bicycles, demonstrate
- that one rides on the right 'in single 'file without

weaving in and out and, doing tricks..

--Practice making hand signals:

--Identify and interpret the various kinds of road
signs.

--Discuss possible conequences of not following
bicycle safety rules.

--Demonstrate . knowledge o bicycle safety at a

bicycle rodeo on playground.

MATER !ALS/RESOURCES

-Resource 'Rer.sons from l'3olice department, bicycle
shop, and local bicycle club.

-DLM: Stand up traffic signs.

-Model street and modef bicycles.

--Holt, Rinehart& Wifson: "Bicycle Sqngs of SafetY".

--s..c. Department of Highways & Public
Transportation: S.0 B ill Driver's H andbocds

OTHER RELATED ACTIVIngt

Teach responsibility far street crossing and playground. safety.

A

ss_
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EthiENT:iECP-KNOWLf boE

to Q RANGE LEARNERtOillfgTIV,E; ro feel the dignitY of self on an indiviclual basis as Will as_in'groups.

.

a'
f

WG1FIC SHORT-TERM stkiAviaRAL, DOJECTIVE:,The student will draw a ielf-portritconteitfing all bOdy,

pajts with some detthil and reasonablY correCt Pioportions.

smaGESTED gyaJEcr AREA; Science/health
-

SUGGESTE1)..DEVELOPMENTA AGE; 5 -.7

ACT1VITIS/STRA7GIE'S-.,'

--When teacher naties. a body. part, 'poipt
,apprOriate part on own body,

--When teacher points to a body part,, give its name. .
k

-Create a life..sized drawing of self by laying
b_utcher paper and have teacher trace around i;ody.

-Add details and color life-sized drawing using a
snapshot of self as a reminder.

to

--Practice reading body part flashcards and
.
plate Gilts

correct part of life-sized drawing.

--Touch one body part to 'another as directed. (i;e.
Touch your left hand to your right knee.)

-Put-together a life-s ed body puzzle.

111

MATE R LS/Rq4cou iNg-§

-Butcher paper and magic markers.

1-Crayons.
ft

-Body parts flashcards.-

spaglshots of Students. (P

-Life Sized bocly puzzle-Ose tag board.

--Stanwick House: "The Develdpment of Body
Awareness and Ppsition in Space:: (record)

,

I . 40e.

QllikELlif...LAIESLACIatiatt

Explore understanding and acceptance of want handicaps.

40.

8
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ELEMENT: SELF-KNOWLEDGE
411

L.Ofi4 RAI4GE1EARNER OILIECTIVE: :To be aware' of individual capabilities and limitations.

SPECLIFIC SHORT-TERM ketlAVIORAL 'OBJECTIVE: The student will' trat;el
-his/her paycheck, and ,return to school. -

;

..SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREk. Vocational/prevocational

iUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10 - 16

.

independently to the bank, cash

a I

;
!ACTIN/11'J ESAYBATEG (ES

.

bpnk account.°

--Go with teacher to bank tb casb paycheck.

--Cross street safefy atquiet,residential intersections.

--Cioss at a traffic light controlled intersection.

--Cross at a heavily traveled interiection with no.
traffic light.

-Walk with teacher to bank reperedly until able to
lead the way.

--Go 'to bank "seemingly" alone while teacher is
observing Arip.

. OTHER REItATED ACTIVITIES:

'MATERIALS/REsouRCES.

-Warren's Eclucational Basic Skills in

Getting Around. (bocks) OP

. ,:Edudational Prbjections -Corporation: Some Means
of Transportation, (filmstr1p)

.

--Follett: The Town You Live In by R. H. Turner
(book)

o

Units on loc.ating and usjng public restrooms, ordering meals in restaurents,riding a public bUs, asking directions,
simple shopping trips.

7

9
14
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- ELEMENT: SELF:KNOWLEDGE

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To develop 114ealistic self-perception or individual abilities as they relate

_to career choices. ° e.

JPECIFIC SHORt-TERM. BEHAVIORAL ClEilEqTIVE: The student will relate previously determined abilities

to realistic career choices by stating three jibs he or -she Might be able to do.

WGGESTpD SUBJECT AREA: Prevomitional

'bUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 16,-16
,

.
ACTIVItIES/STRATEG I ES'

1

-Coristruct a notebook listing desirable jobs and
requirements for each.

-Interview Workers holding jobs and investigate their
training and-experiences.

-Discuss the match between requirements for a
specific_ job and own abilities.

MATE R 1A15S/RESOURCp

le
t-

i:-.13,1ctignato identify Job

aptitudes).

OTHER-RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Enable student to determine own abilities.

P44

10

1

--Resourtce persons '. workers in local
businesses/industrieil;

-Hôughton-Mifflin: "Career Choice Game." Gana
Exploration and Planning by B. E. Shartzer. thooky

-McGraw Hill-Webster Division: World of Work Kit.

(books)

-New Readers Press: Occupations, I by C..,Blakely.

and II by D. Schroeder. (books)
1
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ELEMENT: SEL::F-KNoWLEDGE

LONG RANGE LEARNER OSJECTIVE: To devekip self-confidentce in the piirsUit of an anticipated career choice.
a

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJEOTIV.E: The student wilt successfully earn a scissors tool, license by

demonTiting the ability to.use scitars safely and efficiently.

SUGG_ESTED SUBJECT AREA:-Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVECbPMENTAL AGE' 6 6

rra

a

ACTIVITIEi/STRATTOI-ES MAT6:11-AIS/RkSOURCS

-Begin instruction ahd ;be issued a learner's perrnit. -Wallet-sized bards (plain White for'ifearher's permit
. and colared with photograph fur license).

--Practice safety in carrying, patsing, and holding.
- r :SC issors.

--D e m on strate skill in opening and .closing

blacles-using handles, 5 -Training scissors.

--Open blades and place paper between blades.

handle and cut .

-Cut on % in. (.6 cre) wide straight lines(using doubte
. handled training scisors if necessary).

--Cut on pencil lines.

--Cut on curved lines.

-.Take t;Ist for liceM.

--Paper to cut.

alab

catiEff REtATED

Tool licenes for ,. ruler, paper cu-tter, craw hammer, screwdriver, saw, stapler, sewieg machine, etc.

11



ELEMENT; SEl)-KNOWLEDGE

LONG RANGE LEARNER ONECTIV&: To know that every individual can learn to perform adequately ind can
qh.

contribute to a variety of situations. -

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Given-a speeialht adapted toothbrush, the student will

efficiently brush own teeth.

SUGGESTED 8.U.B4ECT AREA: Health

SUGGESTED INVELOPMENTAL AGE: 3 - 6

ACTIN/ IT! ES/STRATEG

Toothbrush is adapted as student is able to hold it:
imbed t6othbrush in bicycle handle grip, attach

Wooden handle at 20 degree angle to toothbrush,
pietce a 2'4 in, (5.7 an) rubber ball with ice pick then
toothbrush handle.)

If necessa(y, fasten elastic to toothbrush and pass
across student's hand to enable him/her to hold the

toothbrush.

-Personalize toothbrush with name, color, picture,
etc..

-Practice on large teeth model.

--Select own brush and brush own teeth-with as
much initial assistance as nefessary.

MATE R IA 1,441 RCEJS

4

-New Readers Press: gental Htlith Stdries by J.
Wood. (filmstrip & gasette) 3 .

-14ubbard: Toothbrushing (Project MORE). ,lboola

?Hap Palmer: "Bruit) Away TootkvReeay." (record)

--Resource persdh: local dental society.

-Outsized teeth and-jaw model.

P'"

OTHER RELATED AC1IVITIES:

Further investigate what to expect when visiting-a dentist's office.

12
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ELEMENT: SELF-KNOWLEDGE
'1*

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To understand that individuals differ in their abilities, attitudes, and
. aspirations.

SPECiF1C SHORT-ARM BEHAVIORAL OBjECTIVE: The student will list three ways he or she is like the
assigned partner and three ways he or-she is ditterent.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT'AREA: 1,..anguage arts

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 7 10

ACTIVIT1ES/STRATEGIES MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Orally describe personal physical characteristics --Snapshots of eacti student.

including: color of hair and eyes, height, weight, shoe
siz, and particular physical-characteristics. --Roll ol shelf paper for mural.

--Create a collage-using snapshots of each classmate. --Postercard for chart.

--Tell what he/she likes to do in his/her leisi.A time. --Frank E. Richards: 'All About Me by M. W. Hudson.

--Design a mural of each student enjoyirig leisUre
time.

--Tell what makes him or her happY and sad.
e.g."

--Tell what makes her orhim frightened.

--Help teacher compile total class results of happy,
sad, and frightened into a chart.

(book).

--American Guidance Service:. DUSO--Developim
Understanding of Self and Others. (multimedia kit),

--Guidance Associates: Understanding Emotions,
giscovering Your Personality, Exploring Your
Fee(inas, Who Are You?

-OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Explore differences in abilities by setting up physical.abiiity tests to be witnessed by the whole class.
,

13
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ELEMENT: SE!..F-KNOWLEWE

LONG RANGE L6ARNER OBJECTIVE: To be able to aptiikare ail innAe personal satisfaction.from work.

SPECIOJC, SHORT-TERM BE.HAVIORAL
OBJECTIVE: When faked, the Studept will orally give three reasons

why-slya or he likes to work. -
t

SUGGESTED SUBJECT ,CREA: Provocational

... ilUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10.- 16
. .

. )
,

,ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIEgi

--Brainstorm_With. class on Asting a wide verie*
&sons why people like to-work.

--Interview school personnel to discover ifieir reasons

of why they like to worl$.

-43eport intelew results.

kAfter finiling a task, state what te or she liked
about it. . .

MATERIALS/RESOURCES .

7-Resource persons:, school persowel.
. .

--Educational' Achievement . Corti., The Valuinp-
. ,

Approach to Career Education. (multimedia)

--ACI F Irns: When I Grow Uo.

--Houghton-Mifflin: Why Work? (film)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES: '

Identify societal values met through work.
_

14
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ELEMENT: SELK-KNOWLEDGE

LONG RANGE LEARNEB OBJECTIVE:. To know thirt the kd for
they have.

ity causesmankkers to keep ifie Jobs

SPECIFiC SHORT-TiRM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When* asiced what will happen if one does not make

payments on the lurniture'he/she bought on the installment plan, the stvdant will answer that the store will take it

back.

SUGGESTED SUBJET AREA: Math -vu

Ir .

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 14 - 18

ACTIV,ITtESYSTRt4TEGIES .
-"-Look through catalogs and cut out pictui.el and
prices of furniture to furnish a future apartment.

-..-Calculate the total cash Price for the iurniture.

--Discuss what to do if one does not have#lat much
money-including installrpent buying. 1-4

--After given an interest rate and length of loan,

calculate total* credit purchase price and monthly

payments.

--Discuss consequences of loan non-payment.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Sears & Roebuck, J. C. (Penney's and M'ontgomery

Ward catalogs.

-Resource persons: loan company and collection
agency representatives.

-Pocket calculators.

--Interpretive Education:- Applying for Credit,

(filmstrip & casette)

-New Readers Press: Reit:formed on Personal Credit:
(book)

QTHER RELATE? ACTIVITIES:

Investigate probable time' interval needed to change jobs. Discuss how bills-are paid when a worker is between jobs.

15



SLEMENT: SELF-KNOWLEDdt
tr

LONO, RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: ,To realize that if work allows a.person to exercise his
self-concept Indeeet personal needs, then his or heiperfornitInce will increase.-

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Whesn.Ocedriihen --a'n individual does the

student will reply when he or she is happy.

1

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREArSocial Studies

SUGGESTED OgVELOPMENTAL AGE: 11 - 14

Or her positive

best work, th:

. AdTIVITIES/STRATiGIES

-In the 'ctasiroom "textile lining-Work at work.stationt'
"of: wcaving (yarn on cardboard looms), dying (cloth
scrapsr, cutting cloth from patterns, and fitting cut
cloth onto models.

--Discuss quality and quantity of work produced..

--Participate in an "adverse.stimulus". work day. (i.e.,
room physicallY, uncomfokable; supervisor yelling,
picRing at, and ridiculing workers; workers.denied
breaks, etc.) I

--Compare quality and quantity of wok from "good
- day" to "adverse stimulus'day".

MATERIALS/RESOURCES
v

. --Resource persons: local textile mill operbtors.'

--Cahiboard, Vern, cloth scraps innich of this may be
donatiii by iextile mills or local dewing shops). .

-Amertcan Textile Manufacturers: A Profile of
Textiles, Textiles for You.

-Argus Press: 1ALAC (I am Loveable and Capabie)..
(filmstrip)

OTKER RELATED ACTIVITIES:
\...

Let students conduct experiments into what is necessary for workers to increase production.

16
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ELEIrENT:.Sp-F-KNOWLEDGE

S I
LONG p4NGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To understand that oit should 'continually reassess one's attitudes and

interests (i.e.,. Nalues) in relationship to present or anticipated lifatyle. z

,

SPECIFIC S4ORT-TERIVI BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will calcutate whet it would cost to buy the

car of her oi MOthoice.

SPGGESTED suNgcr AR.EA: Math.

SUGGESTED DEVEA-VPMENTAL AGE: 14 - 1 8

ACTI V,ITI/§TRATEG IES

-Read newspaper ads of cai for sale.

--Visit a used car'lot.

--Select the car of his cr ter. choice-either on the lot or
in the newspaper.

--Discuss how money is borrowed.

--Given the interest rate and term of the loan,.figure
out what the total price and monthly payments
would be.

MATERIAUS/RESOURCES

-Newspaper want ads.

- -Resource' persons: used car dealers, bankers, loan
company personnel. -

-New Readers Preis: Be informed on Owning an
:Auto. (book)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Calculate how long one would have to work to just pay for the car. Calculate the difference in price between a cash
purchase anti borrowing.to buy.

4k,

17
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ELEMENT: SELF-KWINLEDGE

'LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To' recpgnize the vital importarice of eaah
wt.

'ECILC SI-IQRT-TERM ElfHAVI0k4 OB44CI(Vg: The student will orally list 10 activities his/her mother does
f4i'

and tell who benefits frem each activity.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT ARE& Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 5 - 8-

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-Observe-flannel board family members and 'disaqs

how theY1.--Ototribute to the family unit.

--Bring photographs of mother inVofifed' iri dCerent
activities and disclifs.

--Make a booklet "All About Me and My Mother,"

--Report to class things mother was seen doing

yesterday and for whom she was doing- them.

n terv i ew mother .and ask her what she does.

MATER IALS/RESOURaE5 .

-Instructo: Family Fiannel BeardeSet.

-Snapshais..1

-Pape% meozine cutouts, photogrlphs, and draWir*

miterials for booklet. .

-SVE: Robert and His Family, (filmstrip)

-Hoffman: About Family Helpers.

--American Guidance Service: Peabody Kit.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Duties of other family members.

' 18
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ELEMENT: SELF-KNOWLEDE

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To help match an individual's abirities apd interests with the skills and

processes needed in the world of work.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: After listening to ksupervisor's evalusation of a student's

performance on a job training site, the.stuent will realistically lay: "I dkl 400d job in . . need to improve ....

in."

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREk. Vocational/prevocatipnal
,4

ASUGGESTED DEVELQ_PMENTAL AGE: 10 -16

ACTIOIES/STRATEGIES

--Discuss duties on a given job tdining site.

--Di;*buss work habits needed on a given job faining
site.

--Evaluate self after selected in-class tasks re: fulfring
duties and exhibiting appropriate work habits.

--Compare own self-evaluation to teacher's evaluation
of same task.

MATER li_!1LSIRESOURCES

-Teacher designel student worker evaluation sheetsc

-Tape recorder for student to record her or h is
own self-evaluation.

--Guidance Associates: Trouble at Work. (filmstrips &

casettes)

-Singer: Job Suivival Skills. (multimedia kit)

-Educational Projections Corp: Keeping a Voir,
Attitudes, Work,, People. (filmstrip & student st(
manual)

. -Janus: Don't Get F iredl (book)

--Frank E. Richards: Unemployed Uolles. (book)

OTHER RELATED ACTMTIES:

Relate student worker evaluation results to student strengths and weaknesses. Investigate occupations that need the

same worker strengths that the student has consistently exhibited.

19
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ELEMENT: SELF-1(N.OWLEDGE

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To learn that the individual must be adaptable in a's:hanging society.

SPECIFIC,.SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVJ The student will list five-abort roles he/she played during

the past week. a.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Language arts

SUG_GESTED DEVELOPMENT4 AGE: 9 - 12

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Participate in a brainstorming session to determine a

wide variety of roles students playa (i.e., chiki,

baby-sitter, student, baseball- player, busboy,

gardener).

--Discuss any difficulties in changing roles.

--Discuss what would happen if the worker continuid
in his/her leisure time role.

--Role play studentdifficulties in che ith

resulting consequences.
11

'fa

MAT944 IALS/REOURCES

.-.-Mafex: Who Are Yoe (bodk).

-Frank E. Richards: You. (book) .

-Steck-Vaughn Cs., Understanding Yourself. (book).

OTHER RELATED AVIVITIES:

Identify possible future roles. Investigate roles of significant others.

20
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( DECIelON-MAKiNG

,. ,,

.
_. . . . I . . .

.

Decision-making includes acquirinethe basic skills involved iq problem stolving. These skills mtist be taugliti
,

through practical experiencisln the classrooln. Compahents of the decisionlnak ing process to be.taught ore:

A

1. Identify IN problem or situation..
2. Consider alteinatives.
3: Consider consequences 9f ar \,

. 4: Select the best alternative.

5. Implement the best alterriativit
eV Evaluate the results.

I.

The individOal who possestes decision-mak ittg skills will ultimately be better.equipped to analyte alternativei in both

verbal and written form. Thus he/she,ce,d* and be flexible with the conseouentes of his/her decisions.
ri

-
Long range learner objectives sugaisied by the South Caroiina Department of Education Caieer Education Stbff

for the decision-making element:

1.' To be able to cope with the consequences of personal decisions.;

A

2. To recognize that all decisions made have a cause and an effect.

3. To be competent in the verbal and written analysis of alternatives.

4. To know and practice the components of the decision-making process.

5. To be able to solve school-related problems. .
6. To applY the decision-making process to home and social problems.

7. To apply the decision-making process to the study and selection of careers.

B. To learn to reevaluate a prior decision when new infor'mation isavailable.

9. lo understand that career development requires sequential series of choices.

10. To know that training or pursuing a career choice helps develop who e student "really is.

.11.. To know that a tentative career choice should be.based.ân attitudes, values; arid interests a

choice reqs.iires in-depth study.

12. To be knowledgeabje about the flexibility of career-education.

13. To ecognize- and accept others' dec s ons.

14. To know that lcaTeer decisions must correlate with one's goals in life (e.g., money, hours, etc.),.

15 .To possess self:knowledge when' rhak ing jealistic life choices.

o knOW thet this
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ELEMENT. DECISIONOAKING

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To be able to cope with the consequences-of personal decisions.

SPECIIC SHORT-TERM BEWAVIDRAL OBJECTIVE: The student will tall three possible oonsequences of net
.

doing an assigned job.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocationej

SUGGESTED)DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 9 - 12

4

ACTIVITIESYSTRATEg I ES

The studentwili:
,Be instructed snot to do regularly assigned student

,hfillper job (Le., tio not water seedlings).

-Disc ins what were the consequences for not doing
the job'(i.e., Seedlingstlied).

-Discua the congequences for the reit of the class

when the job was not done (i.e., plants not available

for plant sale, profit not available for class party).

,--Discuss other duties of classroom workers.

-Explore consequences if tbese jobs are not done.

-Talk about what happens when adults fail to do

their jobs correctly. .

MATaNALVRESQUItEi

--Bcholastic Book. Sertice: : Making. Mistakes.

(multimedia)

:-Coronet: Frona oln tstmen if .

4

.OTRER RELATED ACTIVITIES: v

Pursue consequences to workers for not doing jobs more i .detail. Investigate concept of "peing fired".

(

4
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ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKING

LONd RANA LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To recognize that all decisions madelerve a cause and effect.

t

SPECIFIC SHORT-TEFIM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will name a recept decision he/ihe has made

giving both the reason why it was made and the results of it.

'SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMiNTAL. AGE: 12 - 16
IIR

7

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Discuss what decisions are made' regularly at home.

--Name typical everlday decisions made (i.e., what to
wear, when to eat, what to buy, etc.)

--Tell one decision which was made during the
dayrdiscussing the merits and demerits of the

decision.

--Investigate reasons why peOple make decisions.

--Discuss possible results of a list of hypothetical
decisions.

--Together with fellow classmates direct the class for
a period of time.

--Discuss What decisions were made, why thay were
made, and the result of the decisions.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

--Argus Communications: F lings Thoi.ights (How
gp You Make Decisions?) (sound filmstrip)

Scholastic tiook Service: Fiqurinct Things Qut.
(m9itimedia)

--Pennant Educational Materials: The Total Person"
(game), Values:In Action. (sound filmstrips)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Extend the cause and effect study to career decisions.

16
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ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKING

. L ONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To be competent in the verbal and written analysis of alternatives.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BkHAVIORAL'OBJECTlyE; TIke studentawill state a personal goal and then give 'two

possifile alternatives fo the goal.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPM-ENTAL AGE: 12 16

ACT.) V IT1 ES/ST14ATEG 1ES

--L i sten to stories -about people . who have
encountered difficulties in achieving goals; offer
suggestions as to how the person can.. change the

situation.

--Discuss the eoncept of alternatives.

--Choose a real or hypothetical goal and analyze it in

terms of alternatives to it.

--Examine resource material to explore alternatives.

--Implement an alternative goal andessess the success

or failure of the selection process.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Stories of persons withegoal .

-Parents 83 resource persons both to help with
emphasizing the need for eStablishing alternatives in

achieving goals, and to assist the student in selecting

alternatives to situations that occur in the home.

-Other resource persons: vocational or employment

'tounselors who suggest how to identify alternatives in

job, personal, and social situations.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Emphasize analyzing th; end re;ult of any actual or potential alternative to a goal.

24
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ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKINd

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To linoW and practice the components of the decision-making process.

4
, -

,
SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The Student will give five examples of personal behavior

producing consequences.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT ARFA: Prevoostional

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 12 - 16

ACTIVITIES/STRATEG IES
c--

--Discuss basic cause-effect relationships, using

physicar éicareples like a bouncing ping pong
shooting marbles, and a tuning fork.

--Role play behaviors that evoke reactions in the
other participant.

--Discuss emotional reactions as consequences, and
how they produce consequenceg that color the
reactor's perception, feelings, and behavior,

-Interview Winds, parents, and relatives to discover
their reactions to student's behavior.

--Listen to judge or police officer discuss comequences
for law breaking.

-

-Listbn to personnel manager discuss consequences of
behavior ih a work setting.

MATER IALS/RESOURCES

-Ping (Jong ball, marbles, tuning fork.

-Society for Visual Education: Learning to Live
ToLether (First Things Valteeries). (filmstrip)

-Resource person all persons who see and react to
student's behavior. -Judge or police officer, personnel
manager.

4

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Study the other five cofnponents individually in deOth. Put them all together to practice makin6 decisions.

25
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ELEMENT DECISION-MAKING

L ONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To be able to solve school-related problems.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM &BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will state a school-related problem (of his/her -

choice) and provide a possible practical solution to it.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 9 - 12

ACTIV1T1ES/STRATEG I ES

--Brainstorm to-determine a wide variety of school-

related proplem&
4

--Choose ihe problem he/she is most interested in.

--intervieW 'other students and staff about pdssible

solutions.

--List all possibl solutions (including own ideas).

-Select the most praitical idaa.

-Role play the problem with the new solution in,

effect.

MATERIALS/RESQURCES

-Resource persons: other students and staff members

to offer solution&

-Goodyear Publications: Lelet.nrhit _1kand

Chooie by J. D. Casteel. (book)

-Educational. Achievement Corporation: It's Your

Choice. (sound filmstrip)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Work on implementing _arid evaluating choices.

.26



ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKING

L ONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE), To apply the decision-making process to home and social problems.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE; The student will list five appropriate responses to the

question: "What Will you do with your free Aims atter school?"

SUGGESTED SUBJECT iiREA: Prevocatkmal

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 12 - 16

1

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES
-

-Participate inla brainstorming Activity to list a wide
variety of locql leisure activities.

--Add to the list ideas fror) the newspaper, radio, TV,
and the telephone. book.

-Make a chart with cut-outs from magazines of
people doing various activities.

-Eliminate ideas that are too expensive.

--Eliminate ideas that require non-existent

transportation.

--Eliminate ideas that require non-existent

--Eliminate ideas that are n fun.

--Compile a list p opriate activities.

'MATER IALS/RESOURCES

-Magazine cut-outs.

-EPS, Inc., How To Do. (cassettes)

-Educational Projections Corp., Organizations for
' Children. (filmstrip)

-Interpretive Education: Recreation and Leisure
Time Series. (multimedia)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

. .

Introduce students to new leisure time activities.

27
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ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKING

vie

LONG RANGE LEARNER- OBJECTIVE: To apply the decision-making process to the study and selection of

careers.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: After participating in a role-playing activity in .a new

occupation,to which ttwe student has recently been exposed, the student will state whether or not the activity is liked

and why.

SPGGESTED SUBJECT AREk. Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 9.11

..ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-View a display of pictures and qter media of
workers in the "new" activity.

-Visit a worker participating in the job.

st

-Meet The worker in the classroom.

--View the tools of the worker.

--Role play working in the new activity.

-Record ttloughts of working in that career.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Media pertaining to a particular career.

- Resource person: a worker in the selected field,

-Tools of the work

-Tape recorder to record Thoughts.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Analyze the practicality of the first thoughts regarding the career. Rethink likes and dislikes keeping in m nd own

interests and abilities.

33
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ELEMENT; DECISION-MAK1NG .

r. .
LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To learn to reevaluate a prior decision when new information is available.

411"

SPECIFIC HORT-TERM BEHAVIORACOSJECTIVE: The student will list five sources as resources for help in

resoIvin4ocational problems.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREk. Prevocat one)

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 14 - 18

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Investigate S.C. Vocational Rehabilitation with a
classroam 'speaker, field trip, and other media.

--Listen to the school guidance counseyr relate how
he/she may be ableAo help with vocational prob

-Investigate S.C. Job Service with a c
speaker, field trip, and other media.

-irzestigate S.C. Unemployment _Compensation
Division with a classroom speaker, field trip, and
other media.

-Investigate a union with a classroom speaker and
other media.

--investigate S.C. Department of Social Services with
a classroom speaker and other media.

-List persons In everyday life who could provide
assistance (e.g., parents, teachers, clergy, etc.).

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

--Agency or organization resource persons:

representatives from VR, Job Service, Unemployment'
Compensation Div., unions, DSS.

-Other resource rattans: school counselors, parents,
teachers, clergy.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

When to change a decision.

29



ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKING

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To understand that career development requires sequential series of

choices.
(

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will choose and state the reason whether tit

join a school group going to a bowling alley or remain bbhind in .ttte workshop to work on paid subcontract work.

:SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 12 - 18

ACTIV)TIES/STRAT.EGIES MATERIALS/RESOURCES

--Discuss past experiences in the bowling alley. -Guidance Associates: Setting Goals. (multimedia)

--Calculate how much money could be earned during

the time period,in question.

--Speculate what might be done with the potential

earnings.

--Discuss possible consequences of the subcontract

not being finished in time.

--Make decision.

-Arius ComMunications: Feelings and Thoughts

{How Do You Make Decisions?) (sound filmstrip)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Give students many chances to make choices at every grade level.

30



-ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKING

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To know Oat training or pursuing a career' choice helps develop who a

student really is.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Using a list of products mantifactured locally, the student

will correctly match the product with the types of workers needed to prodiice it

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA.Prevociitional

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 14 - 18

ACTI VITIES/STR ATEG.I ES MATER IALS/R ESOU RCES

--Investigate types of industries andiaroducts made in

the area,

-Chamber of Commerce://films and resource persons.

--Local industrial dir.ectory.

--Research how the local products are made.

--Identify types of employment needed in the
- R e so tt r ce materials
manufactured.

on how Ooducts are

manufacturitg.
-Field trip sites.

--Visit the major local industries to observe types of

occupations employed.
--Local personnel managers.

-Listen to local personnel managers lfst types of
occupations they employ.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES: -
Investigate local sell/ice industries, type of service supplied ahd workers employed.

4



ELEMENT: DECI*ION-MAKING

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To know that a tentative career choice should be based on attitudes,

values, and interests and to know that this choice requires in-depth study.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will name the major personal-social needs

he/she elpects to meet through the job.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Preyocationil

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 14 - 18

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-Brainstorm to compile a list of major personal-social
needs.,.t.og., acceptance approval, friendship, status,

future use, etc.).

-List ways these needs-are met in work situations.

. -Choose the needs most importrint to self.

:Analyze which of these needs could realistically be
achieved on the job.

MAYERIALS/RESOURCES

,-Houghten-Mifflih: "Career Choice Game." Career
Values: What Really Matters to You. (audiofilmstrip)

-Educational Achievement Corp.: Creating Your
F uture. (mu !timed ia)

-SRA: Decision Milking *for gareer Development
(mu It imed ia)

-Resource person: school counselor for help in
identifying personal-social needs.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Lead students in relating own personal interests to career choice&

32



ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKING

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To be knowledgeable about the flexibility of career educk;tion.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The stuglent will describe three different kinds of housing \
.. .

that exist locally. .
.1

c -

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA:'Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPNIENTAL AgE: 8 - 10

ACTI VITI ES/STRATEG I ES

-View media about different types of housing (i.e.,

house, gpartment, mobile home, tent, sod hut, etc.).

-Help compile a list of different types of housing the

class members live in.

-Visit a siIe of a house under construction. -

--Create a mural of a variety of housing types. ,

--Listen to a guest speaker realtor explain how people
go about getting housing.

--Discuss which of the many housing types exist

locally.

MATERIALS/RtSOURCES

-S.C.- Audio-Visuel Aids LlIctrary: Mods' Full of

Homes No. 6081. Shelter: Almost Anyonec.an Build
a House No. 7424. (flips)

--Resource persons: realtor, builder.

OTHER R ELATED ACTIVITIES:

Investigate flexibility needed in career choice due to availability of jobs,

4



ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKING

,

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To recognize and 'acceptothers' decisions.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will state some decisions that affect him/her, .

made by a person vested with authority.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 9 12

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-Listen to the guest speaker, the person vested with
authority (i.e., principal, school bus driver, crossing
guard, hall monitor, etc.), speak about the decisions
he/she makes.

--Discuss roles and responsibility as it pertains to the
person vested with authority,

-Display pictures of people in authority.

-Role play situations in a day in which no one MIS in
authority.

. MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Guidance Associates: What Do You Do About
Rules? (First Thing: Values) (filmstrip)

-Curtis: The Rules We Follow. (filnistrip)

-Resource person: someone vested with authority in
the school setting.

-Pictures of people in authority.,

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

ContinUe with non-school persons in authority (i.e., Police officer, judge, jury, governor, President of U.S.,Atc).

39
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ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKING

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To know that career decisions must correlate with one's goals in life.(e.g.,.

money, hours, etc.).

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student
achieving personal goals.

'SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: if -16

will identify three potential barriers to

IV

ACTI VITIES/STRATEGI ES

-Discuss possible reasons for ,not achieving personal
goals ( i.e., handicapping condition, lack of
persistence, poor planning, outs& pressure, etc.).

nvestigate handicapped persons who have

successfully met their goals.

-Be presented story of a handicapped person who is
faltering in pursuit of his/her goal; suggest strategies
for achieving the goal.

MATER IA LS/RESOURCES

-American Anociation for Advancement of Science:
Resource Directory 'of Hpndicapped Scientists by J.
A. Owens, M. R. Redden, and J.W. Brown. (book)

--ETV: "Foiling Free".

-Whitman: Why Arn I Different? by r. Simon.
(book)

-Walker: About Handicaps by S. B. Stein. (book)

-Family Communications: "Growing Up Without
Sight." (record) -

--Resource person: VR staff member. (Have films of
successfully closed cases.) .

--Argus dommunickions: Roles and Goals. (sound
filmstrip)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Ascertain whether career -decisions are'in harmony or conflict with personal goals.

3

9.
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ELEMENT: DECISION-MAKING

'

. LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To poaess self-knowledge when making realistic fife choica)

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The !tudent will define heredity and Hsi three personal

'factors (of self) influenced by heredity.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Science

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 14 18

ACT! V I TI ES/ST RATE G I ES

-Listen to an explanation of gains and chromosones.
".

--Observe the c&ft color of a-Wew litter of puppies (or

kittens) and their mother and father's coat colors. .

-Looking at a photograph, destribe dwn personal

14:6'

featu

tographs of parents (both rtioent and

early piCtu e physical similarities.

-With parent's help, fill 'out a mart of ages at which

early atildhood development tasks were

accomplished.

MATE R IA LS/RESOURCES

-Science books.

%LAlitierofpuppies or kittens.

, -

T-Phott;graphs of student arid Parents-both recent and

early pictures.

4

41.-

OTHER RELATED ACTIVMES:

Investigate the factor of environment and how It affects a-person.

4
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CAREER AWARtNESS
\
\ .4

Career awareness defines students' acq ntances 4.ith.a wide variety of occupations. tiaginning with .the

anowledgel of the jobs of home members an. school p*Sonrrl, the student can relate theist/ occupations tO

community functions.-Since much pf one's totalNe routin is organized around the work one does, it is vital that

students become many aware of the gamut of availal4 carears.

Long-range learner objective's sigeste& by the South drolina Department of Education Cireer Education Stqff
.

.. for the career awareness element:

To know the jobs of honmsmembers and schdoi personnel

2. To relate home and school jobs to comniunity functions.

3. To know the jobs necessary to maintain the. cbmmunity.

4. To compare and contrast local jobs ta-national and internatiOnal jobs. ,

p 5.
.To

uhderstand The relptionship between attitoudeland values and different careers.

6. To know that wOrk organizations are human-organizations..

, I. - 4

7.. To realize thatbecause Of labor mark Oemend some people must take jobs that are availably rather than beind

able to choose their vocations.

E3il To re2ognize that ari indMdu1&may be su ed for numerous occupations.

\ 9. To know that much of one's total ife routi is organized around the work one does.

l O. To realizeothat occupations are ra
om the occupation,enb social prestige.

11. To know that vocational choice is determi

a

Kling to duties, difficult'y in obtaining the job, rewards one gets

independently influence an individual.

V

Py hciciat, individual and "ecoliomic factors, each of which may

1 . To recognize that geographical location detbrmines the kinds of work %found jherein:

13. To tinderstand that in our culture a person's preference of work (not necessarily his/her actual employment)

indicates much about hy or him that is significant. v.

14. To comprehend that school is a job.

15. To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

1 2



ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

KING RANGE LEARNER OtgE;TrvE: To know the jobs of home members end school personnel.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TEFiM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked, the student will name three non-teaching
tchool personnel and tell what each does.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: roclal Studies

SUINESTED PEVELOPMENTAL AGE:4 - 6
,to ,

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES
The student will:
-View audio-vT501.

-Take a tour of the school buikliog to watch
non-teachers at work.

-Talk to non-tiachers during their classioom visits.
-

-Help construct a bulletin board of nomtaaching
staff members including pictures; names, and duties.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-McGraw Hill: "School Helper Series." (filmsylo)

-E/tcyclopedia Erittanica: Safety on the Bus. (film)

-School non-teaching personnel as resource persons,

OTHER RELATEDACTIVITIES:

Sfudy -the school non-teaching occupations morq in depth: wages, requirements, duties, advantages And
disadvantages. investigate jobs that have to be done in most hennas and who might do them.

t.11
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ELEMENT CAREER AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEAliNER OBJECTIVE: To relate home and school jobs to community functions..

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked, the student will list five needs of the
comMunity and tell how the community fills these needs.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 6 - 8

ACTI VITIES/STRATEGI ES

-Discuss community services (such as: fire, police,
telephone, electricity, water and sewer, newspaper,
library, .etc.).

-Visit some community service sites.

-Listen to classroom guest speakers from some of
these community service sitec

-Discuss the needs these services fulfill.

MATE R IA LS/RESOURCES

-Melmont At the:Bakery by L. Colonius. (book)

-Putman: Telephones by R. Sacks, I. Know a
- Garbageman by.B. Williams. (books)

-Folkways: "The Laundry and Bakery Story."
(recordings)

-SVE: City: Occupations (film)

-Eye Gate: Our Neighborhood Workers, Some
Neighborhood Helpers (filmstrips)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:
.

cover needs of home and school-and how they are fulfilled.

fi
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

LON5 RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To know the jobs necemary to mairrtiln the community.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL 08JECT11/E: When asked why sanitation workers are Important to us,

the student will orally give three reason&

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 3 - 6

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES MATiRIALS/RESOURCES

-View audio-visuals about sanitation workers, -4
.

-Read bookeabout sanitation workers.

McGraw H ill: The Sanitation Department
Crew-Community HelpeOPSeriet. (film)

-Eye Gate: Sanitation and the Sanitation Workers
-Take a school neighborhood walk to watch the (filmstrip)
tanitation workers at work.

-Albert Whitman Co., Clean Streets, Clean Water,
-Take a field trip to a local sanitation company. Clean Ak by Cynthia Chapin. (book)

-Participate in "pretend there were no sanitation -Melmont Publishers, Inc., About Friendly Helpers

workers" activities: role playing, discussion, drew Around Town by Elaine Hoffman. (book)

pictures.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

-Putman: I Know a Garbaloman by B. Williams.

Study the occupatkm more in depth: wages, requirements, dutieri, advantages, and disadvantages. Study other service

occupations in the community.
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENE§S

tONG RANGE LEARNER OBJE : To compare and contrast local jobs to national and international jobs.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM Bk4Ay16RAL OBJECTIVE: The student will orally list ten types of employment
located in his/her town.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE:17 9

ACTIVITI ES/STRATEGI ES . MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Visit the local S.C. Job Service office. -S.C. Job Service (consult local telephone book)

-Look at the Job Bank computer print-out. -Job Bank computer printout (outdated ones may
be available for in-school use).

i sten to classroom speakers' from local

business/industries. -Local school district career education resource book
for speakers and field trips.

-Construct a bulletin board depicting local job
offerinin. -Parents as sources of speakers:

--Magazine pictures of workers, photographs,

construction paper.

. OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Study jobs available in other parts of the country. Compare and contrast to what is found locally. Discuss why
certain jobs are not available locally.

41
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNEA OBJECTIVE: To understand the relationship between attitudes and values and different

careers.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTI.VE: When asked, the student will describe three different ways

illustrations may be produced:

SUGdESTED SUBJECT AREA: Art

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10 - 12

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-Observe illustrations in a. variety of children's
picture books.

-Guess how each picture was produced.

-Tell which ones he/she liked best and why.

-Make a collage.

-Make a linoleum block cut.

-Make a potato print.

-M k pencil drawing.

-Ma e a finger painting.

one medium and illustrate a favorite class

OTHER RELAT 0 ACTIVITIES:

Visit a printer.

MATERIALS/RESO0RCES

-Pin assortment of children's pictu e books from the
school library.,

-Art materials: paper, magazine cut-outs, linoleum
blocks, knives, ink, potatoes, drawing pencils, finger.

paints.
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To know that wcirk organizations are human organizations.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked, the student will list the services available in

the county health dwartment.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Science/health

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10 - 12

ACTIVITI ES/pTRATEG I ES

Using books and audio-visuals, find the duties of ihe
health department.

-Draw a mural depicting the sesvices of the health

department.

- Listen se the guest speaker from the health
department.

--Visit the health department.

-Create and role play a situation of the actions of the
health department during a Serious flood.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-S.C. instructional Films:
. -The Hospital (No. 6166)
--Community Health and You (No 3187)

-Health Department resource persons.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Investigate human aspects of other governmental agencies and businesses/industries.

4
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To realize that because of labor market demand, some people must take

jobs that are available rather thin being able to choose their vocations.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will dernonstrgte an awareness that although

most people work, some are not happy in the work they do by: tellirg of why one Worker was not happy in his/her

job.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10 - 1-3

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES MATERIALS/RESOURCES

--Listen to a teacher's explanation of how workers
sometimes must take a job they really do not want.

- Visit a local industry and interview workers as to
Whether or not they are working at their choice of an

occupation.

- Listen to classroom speakerss tell if they are working

in their choice of an occupation.

-Create and role play situations ("people working not

at their choice of an occupation.

-Local business and industry classroom speakers and

field trip sites.

OTHEil.RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Further investigate workers who take jobs
who is forced to take a job.

by choice. Plan, write, and videotape a "documentary" of a worker
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To recognize that an individual may be suited for numerrts opcupations.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: After investigating an occupation in which a stOdent has
interest, he/she will give a 2-3,minute speech to CiaSSMate$ telling job duties and advantages and disedvantages of the
job and showing 1-3 visuals pertaining to the job.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Language arts

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 8 - 12

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGLES

-View material about various types of occupations.

-Select the occupation most interested in.

-Prepare the our for a speech.

-Collect visuals for speech.

pa speech in private.

e and correct tape.

-Give speech--live.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Changing Times Edlicationa1 Service.* eal People at
Work (books)

--New Reader's Press: The Wokld of Work.
Occupations I and II. (books)

--Fearon: The Job Box. (booklets)

--Educational Activities, Inc., Career Awareness, Part
I and II. (filmstrips and casettes)

--King Features: Popeye Career Awareness Program.
(comic books)

-Clearview, Inc., Worki*ng in the World. (filmstrips
and casettes)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Use community resource persons to describe the occupations in classroom, visit various job sites, complete personal
inventoriis of likes and dislikes, match inventories to job condition&
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ELEMENTi. CAREER AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER *OBJECTIVE: To know that much of one's total life routine is organized around the

work one does.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will demonstrate acceptance of the concept of

work as a part of living by naming each f Maher family memberk and telling what Ob(s) each has todo.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 4 - 6

ACTI VITI ES/STRATEGIES

1-Draw pictures of each family member at work.

-Interview own parents to discover parents' view as
to who is responsible for What work.

-List-en tc parent guest speakers describe who does
which job for the family.

-HOP in charting a compilation of jobs and persons
responsible for 04' families of the various guest
speakers,

-Make up a picture chart of jobs and persons-
responsible in own family.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Drawing meter ials.

-Parents as reeaurce speakers.

-Poster board.

-Picture representations of various type jobs,

-Picture representations of various family members.

-Wittman: Howie Helps Himself by Fassler. (book)

-Grosset .84 Dunlap: Oh What a BUSY Day tiy G.
F Li; ikawa. (book)

-Children's Press: All by Myself by .1. B. Moncure.
(book)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Prepare a 24 hour chart of how a worker spends his/her day.
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To realize that occupations ere ranked according to duties, difficulty In
obtaining the jcb,$rewards one gets from the occupation, and eacial prestige.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Given a list of 10 jobs, the studept will tell: if the job is
year round or seasonal, and if the pay per year is $6032* or more, or less than $6032*.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Math

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 12 - 14

*Based on year round 40 hour work week at $2.90 per hour.

ACTI VI TI ES/STRATEGIES

-Categorize jobs as seasonal or full-time through
group discussion.

-Listen to the concept of $2.90 as a minimum wage.

-Solve problems of weekly, monthly, and yearly pay
of various workers.

-Discuss the probable total pay of seasonal vs. year
round full time wOrkers.

MATER IA LS/R ESO U R CES

-Jab pictures frOm magazines.

7Pocket calcUlators.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES

Introduce the concept of jobs that rewire ucation, pay more.
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

C-

LONG RANGE VARNER DiVECT ME:, To know that vocational choice is determinea by social, individual, and

economic factors, each of which may independently influence an individual

SPECJFIC SHORT-TERM pEHAVIQRAL
OWECT1VE: Given 20 pictures of workers at work, the'student will

name the occupation and tell whether or not heshrwould like to do it_

SUGGESTED SORJECT AREA: Language arts-speech itimuisqion

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AQE: 3 - 5

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-Orally klentify pictured occupations.

-Discuss who would and would not like to do each

occupation. .

-Discuss good and bad parts of each occupation.

-Exchange stories with classmates concerning jobs

that seem interesting and those that seem

uninteresting.

-After drawing a "person at work picture," describe

the picture.

-Orally with classmates help teacher fill out chart of:

"Work we like to do" and "Wdfk We do not like to

do."

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Peabody Kit People Cards

-Magazine cut-oots of occupations.

-Poster board.

cliHER RELATkp ACTIVITIES:

. Pursue study of economic factors related to choice of an occupation. Pursue study of social factors related-to choice

of an occupation.
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To recognize that geographic location determines the kinds of work found

therein.

SPECIFiC SI:IORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked, the student will tell three types of industry

located in his/her area.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: SOCial Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL A9E: 12 - 14

ACTI VITI ES/STRATEG I ES

-View a model relief map of South Carolina.

-Study maps to identify the major landforms in the
area.

-Review early exploration of the'area.

-Examine slides, pictures, and books depicting
earliest area settlements.

-Review and cliscuse reaions why certain industries
developed in the area.

-Locate (and visit) sites of early area settlement and
industry.

-Determine types of industry in area at present.

MATER !ALS/RESOURCES

-S.C. Welcome Centers-for relief map.

-U.S. Department of Interior Geological Survey
Maps.

-S.C. Archives and History Department.

-County historical societies.

-Local Chamber of Coirnmorce.

-Industrial directories.

--Local telephone directories.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Construct a relief map of the local area. Investigate types of jobs in each industry. Study other parts ofth:country
vre: peculiar gtiography vs. industry iocated there.
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. ELEMiNT: CAREER'AWREN.F.SS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To ynderstand that in our culture a person's preference-of work (not

necessarily his/her actaal emphiyrnent) inSianes much abctutrhimTher that is significant.

SPECI F SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:, The student will demonstrate an-understanding of the

relationshi.p of liertyle to occupation by Oeecribing the lifestyle of a farmer..

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies
7

SUGGESTIM DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGI ES

; -Listen to a farmer (guest speaker) describe his/her

lifestyle.
.

-Visit a local farm.

-Role play a day ip the life of a farmer.

, 0
-Participate In a class discussion to compile a list-of
descriptions Pf a farmer's lifestle.

t
OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Local farmers as resource persons.

-Coronet: Let's Visit a Poultry Farm. (film),

:Children's Press: I Want to be a Farmff. (-book)

-Eye Gate: Cattle Raisino. tfilmstrip)

-Am. Dairy Assoc., Adventures in Dairyland. (film

7

Construct a n'todal farm:investigate lifestyles of workers in other occupations.

I.
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To.comprehend that school is a job.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM ,pEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Given a laminated time card bearing-the name and
photograph of the stUdent, the student will write the time of his/her'irrival with grease peNil copied from a digital

clock.

SU.GGESTED SUBJfCT AREA: Math

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAI AGE: 4 6

IACil Val ES/STRATEGIES

-Trace numerals using a nUmber template:

-Construct numerals by connecting the dots.

-Using sandpaper flashcards, trace numerals with tge
'finger,

-Copying from flashcards, write numerals- on the
chalkbciard.

-Copying from a digital clock, write the time on the
blackboard.

-Copying from a 'digital clock, write the 'One on p
laminated tiniecard.

MATE RIANLS/RESOURCES

-DLM: number template

-SRA: Dister Math Series (goosl for learning to
form numerals).

-Sandpaper and magic ma4zer.

-Digital clock.

-Student snapshots.

-Laminated time cards.

-Grease pencil. ,

OTHER R.ELATED ACTIV TIES:

Use time` cards with names only, clock with regular- face, sign-in sheet for whole class On one page. Discuss

importanee of beinur time. Reward on-tirde behavior. Telling time activities.
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ELEMENT: CAREER AWARENESS

. LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To realize that hobbies and interests may lead to a vocation.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Given marigold weds, patting soil, and a container, the
student will allow the seeds to germinate, care for the seedlings, and plant them outside in a school flower garden.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Science

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 4 - 9

ACTMTIES/STRATEG1ES

-Plant the seeds.

-Keep the soil moist and Arm.

--Water and fertilize the seedlings.

--Thin and trartplant the seedlings-

f

-Help prepare,the outside flower bed.

-Plant marigold plants.

-Water, feed, and weed flower:bed

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Park Seed Co., Greenwood, S.C., seed catalog, seeds,
potting soil, containers, and fertilizer. ,

-Garden tools: rake, spade, hoe, cmItivator.

--Resource persons: local garden club members,
horticulture staff persuns from local TEG school,
local 4-H leaders, loeal nursery owners, vcourity
Agricultural Extension Agent.

a

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITlf__S:

Investigate careers in horticulture and farming through speakers, field trips, reading.
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ECONOMIC AWARENESS

Economic awareness helps the student differentiate among what is available, what is needed;,-'what is wanted,

and what is a luxury. Thus, the student must develop an understanding of tax system, all'of which help If to
determine:an occupational choice. In addition, the student develops his/her own concept of the managem of

personal finances (i.e., earning, spending, borrowing, saving).

Long range learner objectives suggested by the SC)uth Carolina Departnient of Education Career Education Staff

for the economic awareness element:

1. To identify within the home unit what is available, needed, wanted, luicury.

2. To understand the system of exchange of goods and

3. To understand the difference between th eir exchange system and the barter system.

4. To comprehend the United States monetary system.

5. To understand the process of and relationship between production and distribution of goods and service.

6. To understand the law of supplyand demand as a determinant in occupational choice.

7. To develop the concept of financial management (i.e., earning, spending, borrowing, saving).

8. To cemprehend the t&k of business (e.g., to be able to read and interpret tables, graphs, and charts used as a
.

consirmer).

9. To recbgnizi the financial and gaF tOols thar govern and protect the worker.

10. To apply knowledqe of ec7onomic responsibilities to career c!?cisions.

11. To understand the economic implications brought about wtlen i career decision is Made.

12. To know that most peoplespend their livei serving or in-the service of others.

13. To take notice that a major reason most people work is money. ("Economic Security" is often found to take,

first place in job satisfaction studies.) Certainly, however, variety of activity and a chance to employ an individual's

particular talents or skills also weigh heavily in the satisfaction a job affords.

14. To reaiize that when needed jobs are in short supply, the pay is higher, (These workers can charge directly for

their services.)

15. To recognize thin work is a way of winning economic independence.

15. To understand that some workers produce goods while others produce services.

17. To be alert to the fast that technological progress changes, eliminates, and creates work.

18. To comprehend certain basic principles of the economy like capitalism, supply and demand, taxes, and money

exchange.
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ELEMENT: ECONtrIC AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To identify within the home unit what is available, needed, wanted,

luxury.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM !EHAVIORAL. OBJECTIVE: The student will construct a budget fOr a family of three

with an income of S172iweek dividing the budget into wants and needs. .

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Math

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 12 - 18

ACTIVIT1ES/STRATEGIES

"7The student will:

-Discuss the difference between a need and a want.

-Compile lists of wants and needs in own home.

.--Compare lists (to emphasize that one person's,,need
is another's want).

-Discuss basic budget categories.

-Research minimum dollar amounts for each.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Newspapers end catalog

--Interpretive Edueation: Budgeting, Series..
(multimedia)

-Follett Knowing Hpw to Budget and Buy by H. M.
& E. M. Bohiman. (bbok)

-Educational Activities: Making the Most of Your
Money by P. Kruger. (filmstrips)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:
,

, Continue budgeting with family crisis situations i.e., illness, losing a job, etc.) added.

c.
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ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS

LONG RANGf LEARNER OBJECTIVE: 1-$.3 understand the system of exchange of and services.

SPEC' AC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked what the baker does with the money received

from selling donuts, the student will 'answer: buy flour toAmake Tore donuts and food for himself/herself.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 9 12

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

Visit a bakery to watch donuts being made.

--Buy some donuts.

--Nan a classroom donut-making experience.

--Go shopping to buy ingredients.

-Mike and eat donuts.

-Discuss what the baker does with the money
received from selling his/her donuts.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Resources perions: local baker, milling company
representative (if available locally).

-Melmont: At thp Bakenr by L. Colonius. (book)

QIKER_WATED ACTIVITIES:

Follow a person providing services to investigatehow he/she sells his/her services for money to be used for buying

needed goods.

Ns

404(
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ELEMENT: ECONOMIC PWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To understand the difference between the money exchange system and
'-

the barter system.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will briefly explain the barter sytem stating

that money is not used in it.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT ARetu-Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 9 - 12

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Discuss trading as a means of getting something.

-Tell what he/she traded during the past week (e.g.,
food, jobs, clothing, etc.).

--Research countries that use the barter system
_

extensively.

a tiassroom barter experience using no money.

--Bring in items no longer wanted to barter.

--Locate desired objects brought in by other students.

--Negotiate trades of items.

MATER1ALS/RESOURCES

-Library, materials about various couniries use of
barter system (e.g., New Guinea).

-Items to barter.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Study more in-depth accounts of the barter system as used in other countries.
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ELEMENT: ECON;DMIC AWARENESS
-

LONG RANtrCEARNER OBJECTIVE: To comprehend the US. monetary system.

'SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: divert $.75 and ten items with gaice tags on each (priced

from 5.29 to $1.98), the student will correctly saY if he/she has enough money to buy each item.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREk. Math

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMiNTAL AGE: 6 - 8

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Reed money amounts on flathcards, in
ads, on price tags, etc.

'--Count to 100.

--Using a set of paired money cards, deoidp which

money'amount of the pair is greater.

--Play money garnes.

-"Buy" items in a classroom mock grocery store.

--Go to a real grocery stre and purehase an item.

4110

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Money flashcards,

-Newspaper ads.

-Price tags.

-DIA: "Amusement Park Game (Mily Game).

-Mock claiiroomgrc.mery store.

--Classroom objects labeled with price tags.

-Fearon: Using Dollars and Cents
Money Makes Sense

&lett: The Money You Spend (Turner Series/.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

identify U.S. coins, make change, count out money amounts.
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ELEMENT: EdONOMIC AWARENESS

fit

LONG .RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To undrend the process of and relatiomhip between production and

distribution of goods and services.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The Shidenewill participate, as directed, in the set-up of a

classroom business.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10 - 14

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Listen to the guest speaker from junior
Achievement explain how to set up a classroom
company.

-Help.choose the type of product to be produced.

-Help design the product.

-Discuss and
member.

ree on job assignments for each class

-Assemble materials for production.

--Manufacture the product, /
06'

--Sell the product.

--Pay bills for materials 941 salaries.

MATER IA LS/R ESOURCES

-Local Junior Achievement staff for speakers and
printed instruction matffials.

40

,

OTHER RELATED ,c4CTII/lTlES:

Create arpther clas business providing a service instead.
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BLEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS

fil

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To understand the le* of supply and demand as a`cleterminant in

occupational choice.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will tell a story about a worker who produced

goods or supplied services no longer in demand.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE 6 - 9

ACTIVITFES/STRATEGIES

--Talk about service jobs that have been replaced by
machinery (i.e., bowling pin setters, caddies, etc.)

-Visit the 'sites where they used toAlbe employed to

see the machinery that replaced therm':

--Take a walk to locate empty stores.

--Try to find out why the stores went out of business.

--Discuss a fad item of the past (i.e., mood ring, pelt
rpck, etc.) and look at it.

agine what has happened to the workers that used

producc them.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Resource persons: Chamber of Commerce

representatives, persons once employed in a

non-existent job today.

-Field trip sitev bowling alley, golf course, aredwith
empty commercial buildings.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Investigate.the economic factors that influence supply and demand.

Are
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ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS #-

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To develop the concept of financial manatement (i.e., earning, spending,

borrowing, saving.)

SPECTIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:., Given monthly payment and length of tbe contract for an

item bought on the installment plan, the student will calculate the difference between the cash and the credit price.

SUGgESTED SUBJECT AREA: Math

'SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10 - 14 f

OCT1V1TIES/STRATEGIES

--Discuss the concept of buying something when you
do not have enough money.

-List advantages of installment buying.

--Discover which major stores provide Installment

buying.

--F ill out a credit application.

--Work problems figuring total credit prices.

--Discuss disadvantages and possible dangdrs of

installment buying.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Interpretive Education': Apolying for Credit. (sound
filmstrip)

-New Reader's Press: Be Informed On Personal
CrOit. (book)

-Credit applications from local stores.

v

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Compare and contrast various sources for borrowing money.
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ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To comprehend the tools of business (e.g., to be able to read and interpret

tables, graphs, and charts used as a consumer-)

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will consult the 13usschedule, walk to the bus

stop at the correct time, and board the bus.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Math/prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 9 - 14

ACTIVIT1ES/STRATEGIES

--Discuss the concept: AM and PM.

--Practice reading clocks cdigital or regular) and state
whether it is AM or PM.

--Walk to the bus stop and time the walk.

--Calculate minutes in advance he/41e must leave
school in ordecto catch the bus.

--Read bus schedule and choose the one to take.

--Calculate time he/she must leav'e school to catch the

bus.

--Read time and leave school.

--Walk to bus stop.

--Wait'r and get on bus.

OIER. RELATED ACTIVITIES:

,

MATER IALS/RESOUIjrCES

-Locales schedules.

-"Tell Time Quizmo". (game)

-"The Green Eyed Monster". (telling time game)

-Singer: Telling Time. (multimedia kit)

-Warren's Educational Supply: Basic Skhls in GettiNL
Around by E. R. Young. (spirit masters)

-Educattonal projections Corp.: Some Methods of
Transportation (Traveling By Bus). (filmstrip)

Compile and chart, ifiph, or make tables of any basic school information-especially sports results.
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ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENE§S

LONG RANGE LEARN& OBJECTIVE: To recognize the financial 'and legal tools that govern and protect the

worker.
-

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked for Social Security number, the student will
either state it or show the card or other paper with the number on it

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 14 - 16

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Discuss the basic reasons and benefits' for Social
Security.

-Fill out applications for Social Security number
(even if already have number).

--V isit local Social Security office and witch
presentation of services provided.

--Tut:F.)4 in filled out application card and birth
certifiCate.(if student does not already hive number).

-Listen to classroom speaker who is receiving Social
Security benefits explain how he/she applied for
benefits and in what form they are received.

RIALS/RESOUR ES

-New Reder's P
and Personal Insu

Be informed on Social Securiv.
nee. (book)

-Resothe persons: ,-.resentative from. local Social
Security Office and erson receiving Sdcial Security
benefits.

-Social Security card ap Heat n forms. (NOTE: The
student will also need a birth cektificate to apply for a
number.)

-Social Security films provided by Social Security
offices.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITrES:,.

Invesligate OSHA and Wage and Hour Division-of U.S. Labor Department.,
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ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To toply,knowledge of economioresponsibilities to career decisions.

SPECIFIS SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will give the name of the person(s) who

support(s) his/her family and in what ocimpation the family member(s) ii/are employeO.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: iocial sttldies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 7 - 10

ACT I V I TIES/ST RAT EG I ES

--Discuss the concept Ctf family support.

--Tell what family members work and whether.their
pay goes for themselves or for the whole family.

-Investigate occupations of family meMbers.

-Help compile a chart of types-of employment for
family members of the class.

--RelSort on the number of persons in the family.

--Discuss why larger families need more money for
support.

*43 MATERIALS/RESOURCES'

-Resource persons: family members.

--Hallmark: -What Daddies Do by E. Rosenbaum.
(book)'

-tc;ott Educational DiVision: What Does Your Dad
Do? (sound filmstrip)

-Roberts Audio Visual Learning Arts: Fatheri Work.
(filmstrip)

-4chool Speciality'SuppltA tnc.: Mothers Work, Too.
(filmstrip)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Explore occupatioris which can,support a family vs. those that cannot.

4
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ELEMENT: ECONOM) d AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER .OBJECTIVE: To underitand the economic implicetionsbrdu

decision is made.

ht about when a aareer

SPECltle SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE The student will explain why the job of auto mechanic

pacrs mire thin the Rib "Of pumping gas.

St.liGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevoi:ational

SUGGESTED DOELOPMENTAL AdE:. 12 16

'1%

ACTIVITIEs/STRAtgGIES

--View media on gas slation lobs and mechanics.

--Listen to guest speaker-4as station manage- explain

different pay rates for mechanics and persons to

. pump gas.

-"Explore training necessar'Y to become a mechanic by

visltinb a ocal vocational training school and listeni

to the instructor.

--Meet a mechanic and hear about the trainingrhe/she

received.

--Visit a gas station and pump gas into a car.

--D iscusa skills needed, difference in education

required, and wages paid to mechaniCs and persons ,

who pump gas.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Children's Press: I Want to Be an Auto Mechanic by .

6 Baker. (book) I Want qci Be a *Service Station
Attendant by E. Baker. (book)

*

-Lothrup, Lee, & Shepard: You Cante a Mechanic

by A. Lieber's. (book),

-ACI Productions: I Can Be a Mttchanic. (film)

-Fearoh: Jerry Works in a Service Station by J. M.

'I Wade (book)

-Resoorce persons: (as stiition manager, automotive
instructor-from vdcational. school and a mechanic.

APO

. QTHER RELATED Tly_ITIES:

investigate Other career areas where jobs of different skill levels eX ist.
1/4

ii
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ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS

-
LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To know.that most people ipend their lives serving or in service of others.'

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM-BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked how long workers must keep working, the

student will anaver until they retire when they're old.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 12 - 16

ACTI V I TIES/STRATEG I ES -

--Discuss the meaning of the word retirement.

--Telt of any known retired workers.

-Investigate how old workers are when they retire.

--Listen to retired worker as a classroom guest
speaker.

--Research where retired persons get money to live,on
(e.g., pension, SocialSecurity, savings, etc.)

MATE R IA LS/R ESOURCES

-Resource person: a retired worker, a personnel
manager, and a representative of the Sociai _Security
office.

-

--New Reader's Press: Be Informed on Social Seciurity
and Personal Insurance. (book)

OTHER RELATED ACIIVITIES:

Further explore retirement plans of variouebusinesses and industries.

\
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.ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To take notice that a major reason most people work is money.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will list five things peopld can buy with the

money they get from working.(
SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Math

.
SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 5 - 8

ACtIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-Tell what was the most recent thing bought.

-After lobking through newspapers and catalogs,
show what he/she would like to buy.

.--Discuss how to get money.

-Tell what other things (not in newsisapers and

catalogs) he/she would like to buy.

-Make up a shopping list with prices and totals.

MATERI6LS/RESOURCES

-Children's Press: What Is Money? by C. Barkin & E.

Jones. A Beginning Book About Money by S. Ziegler.

(books)

-Jim Handy Organization: Shopping For Groceries.
(filmstrip)

-Educational Achievement Corp,: "Hannibal Earn

and Spends Game." (game)

-David C. Cook Publishing Co.: "Earning and Using
Money". (teaching pictures)

-Newspapers, catalogs.

-Pocket calculator. .

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Investigate wise vs. foolish purchases-buying needs before wants.

0
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ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS
4

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To realize that when needed jobs are in short supply, the pay is higher. ,

(These workers on charge directly for their services.)

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked what happens to the price of an item when It

becoires scarce, the student will answer that the price goes up.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 12 - 16

ACTIVITIES/STRATEG1ES

--Name things bought recently with the price paid.

--Discuss if he/she would be willing to pay five times
as much for it.

--Decide what factors determine a fair price for a
product.

--Discuss degree of wanting or needing an object (e.g.,
a new shirt, gasoline, etc.) and whether one can live

without it.

--Suggest substitutions for given high priced objects.

--Listen to guest speaker antique dealer discuss rising

prices on scarce items.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-R esource person: antique dealer.

--Wan-en's Educational Supplies: Basic Skills in

Shopping by E. R. Young.

-New Reader's Press: Be Informed on Wise Buyings.
(book)

OTHER,RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Cohtinue this actiitity and extend it to include pay of types of workEls in demand.
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ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJEC V : To recognize that work is a Way of winning economic independence.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEI.IAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked when can he/she move c:ut from home,, the

student will anqwer when he/she has ç job that pays enough to live on.

WGGESTEID SUBJECT AREk Prevocational

E D EDEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 14 -

ACTIVITIMSTRATEGFES.

--L i sten to guest speakers (parents and . recent

graduates) discuss their firFt job experiences with
being ecionomically indspendent.

--Determine money amounts needed for shelter, food,

clothing, and transportation.

--Plan a meal and visit a supermarket to calculate cost
of it.

--Discuss ways to reduce expenses.

--Calculate a minimum dollar amount one could live
on.

---Using wages quoted in employment ads, decide if

one could live independently on that job.

MATER I ALS/R ESOU RCES

-Resource persong parents and recent high school
graduates.

-Local newspaper for classified housing, automotive,
.and employment ads.

-Sears, Penny's, & Montgomery Ward catalogs for
clothing prices.

--Supermarkets for food prices.

OTHER_RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Study in detail ways of cutting living expenses (i.e., grow a garden, make ;iin clothe

V

are an apartment, etc.)



der

ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LERNER OBJECTIVE: To understand that some waTkers produce goods while others produce

services.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked if a farmer produces goods or services, the

student will answer correctly.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREk Social studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOM TAL AGE: 5 8

ACTIVITIES/STRAT

-Listen to the res:ortgng about a laundry and a

bakery.

MATER IALS/RESOURCES

-Folkways: "Laundry and Bakery Story." (record)

-Resource person: local farmer.

-Di ss the difference between producing goods and
^-Centron Films: Beef': The Steak in the Grass. Corn:

The Plant With Ears. Dairy_Products: From Moo to

-Visit a local farm to see if Ihe farmer produces any You. Peanuts and the Peanut Butter Plant. Poultry:

goods.
Latint It on the_ Line. Soybeans:_ The_ MAjc

oducing services.

Beanstalk. Wheat: _from fireld_to Flour. (Economic

--Help compose an experience chart of the visit. Geography Series) (films)

-7-View media to see what other types of farmers do.

-Draw pictures of the goods farmers produce.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

investigate workers that produce services.



ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To be alert to the fact that technological progrew changes, eliminates, and

creates work .

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The stualt will cite two examples of careers in Tom
Sawyer's dey whichire obsolete today.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Language arts111111141111
I

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 9 - 12 7-

iNCTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-Listen to the record of Tom Sawyer.

--F ind Hannibal on the map.

--D iscuss why transportation on the river was
important to people who lived in Hannibal.

--Investigate Mississippi R iver transportation and jobs
involved in Tom Sawyer's day and now.

--Discuss the meaning of the word obsplete.

MATER IALS/RE$OURCES

-SVE: "Tom Sawyer" read by Ezra Stone. record),

-U.S. mail.

--Library resources about transport tio on rivers.

ELATED ACTIVITIES:

Investigate jobs of today which may become obsolete when dents become edults.
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ELEMENT: ECONOMIC AWARENESS

I.
LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE:, To comprehend certain basic principlys of the economy like capitalism.

supply snit demand, taxes, and money exchange.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL 9__BJEGTIVE: ;Given simulated factual personal information, the student

will fill out form 1040A (short form) of a U.S. Incligjdual Infome Tax Return.
40°

SUGGESTED SUBJECT Ank Math

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 14 f8

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Discuss why we pay taxes.

--Explore consequences of non-payment.

--investig ow taxes are used. and services the

government provides.

--Examine and discuss a filled out W-2 form.

--Read items on 1040A form.
a.

--Explain what shouki be written on each line.

-MATER IALS/R ESOU RCES

-New Reader's Press: Be Informed on Taxes. (book)

-Educational Projects Corp.: Taxes. (filmstrip)

--Federal Gukie to Income Tax.

-Form 1040A.

-W-2 form.

OTHER_RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Fill out S.C. State Income Tax form.



;EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS

Educational awareness involves helping students learn how their school subjects are related to daily life and the

World of work. By relating current lessons to future work, teachers can ènswer the common question, "Why do we

have to study this?" The stedent realizes that the basic skills learned in 4dhool, at any level, h1145 prepare him/her for

life. Educational awareness also involves learning the amount of training frecessary for occupations.

Long range lea n objectives suggested by the South Carolina Department of Education Career Education Staff

for the educationa awar ness element:

To know that school s a job which requires certain bsasic skills for success.

2. To realize that %Mr ers need some kind of special training and knowledge for most jobt.---1

3. To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school help prepare a student for a life of

work.

4. To understand that specialized skills lead to interdependency of jobs.

5. To know that tentative educational plans 'must be formulated in brder to arrive at a certain goal.

6. To learn that human relations skills (e.g., communication) are as necessary as computational skills.

L

7. To recognize that there are many training channels directed towafd job entry.

8. To acqu it. the basic skills and habits foUnd in the working world. .

9. To understand that knowledge or skiVs which are transferable will facilitate retraining.

V

an%
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kLEMENT; EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To know that school is a job which requires certain basic skills for success.

sPgctFic SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Giveri a fist of 10 reasons for being absent from school, the

student will classify them as legitimate vs. illegitimate.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 9-12

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

.The student will:

--Brainstorm to discover a wide range of rtasons for

absenteeism.

-q:lisfuss the difference between legitimate vs.

illegitimate reasons for absences.

--D iscuss the probable consequences of being

chronically absent from school and also from the job.

--Discuss how absenteeism aff hoof work when

, he/she returned to school aft an a nce.

--Listen to guest speaker--a personnel ma er from a

local industry--discuss how he/ he handles
absenteeisrh of employees.

--Design a bulletin board depicting legiti ate and

illegitimate reasons tor absences.

MATER IA LIS/R ESOURCES

Resource person: local personnel manager.

--Janus: Don't Get Fired! {book)

SRA: Your Attitude is Changing. (bobk)

--Frank E. Richards: Unemployed Uglies by R. D.
Howard. (book)

--Singer: Job Survival Skiffs. (Multimedia kit)

Guidak
\\

e Associates: Joy) Attitudes: Trouble at
Work. (filmstrips)

Educational Projections Corp.: Keeping a Job:
Attitudes, Work, People. (filmstrips)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Investigate other school work skills needed: following directions, working with others, yvorking at a

satisfactory rate, accepting supervision, meeting demands for quality Work.
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ELEMENT: EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS

4\
LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To realize that workers need some kind of special training and knowledge

for Most jobs.

SP,ECIFIC SHORT-TEAM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked what kind of training secretaries must have the

student will answer .training in typing, filing, running duplicating machines, etc.,

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVEI.OPMENTAL AGE: 11-14

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Visit school gecretary's office.

--Discuss What skills are needed.

--Attempt typing on a classroom typewriter.

--Listen to a secretary guest speaker describe his/her Baker. (book)
training,

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Resource perlms: school secretlry and business
teachers in the local high sch I

-Typewriter.

--Children's Press: I Want Be a Secretary by E.

--Investigate ,the secretarial training program in the
high school through visiting the classes and
interviewing the teachers.

--Construct a bulletin board about a secretarial career
containing both skills needed and training required.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Investigate training required in other occupations.
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ELEMENT: EDUCATIONAL AWARENES$

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To recognize and acknowledge the fact that basic skills learned in school
help prepare a student for a,life of work.

SPECIAC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will tell how school prepared his/her parent(s)
for their jobs.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies
-r

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 6-9 .

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Participate in a discussion of what kind of work
parents do.

--Help class chart types of work parents do.

--Discuss the ways in which school work helps prepare
these,k inds of workers.

--Interview own parents on how school work helped
prepare them for their jobs.

N.
OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

--Resource persons: parents who will volunteer-to
speak to the class about their work.

-Hallmark: ,What Daddies Do by E. Rosenbaum.
(book)

-Scott Educational Div.: What Does YouLNicr
ifilmstrip}

-Roberts Audio Visual Learning Arts: Fathers Work.
(filpstrip)

L-School Speciality Supbly, Inc.: Mothers Work. T.
(filmitrip)

Interview other workers in how school prepared them for work,

So
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ELEMENT.; EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To understand that specialized skills lead to interdependency of jobs.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked what happens when the worker at the

beginning of the assembly line is not working, the student will anvwer: "no one can work."

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Vocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 12-18

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-13e trained for a specific job in the assembly line
process of reclaiming computer transformers: cutting

off tips of lead-in wires, stripping 1/4 inch (.6 cm) of

covering off wire, dipping ttle tips into solder.

--(After removing the- student from the last step) be

instructed to continue working.

--Discuss results of having no one solder.
4..

--(After removing the student from the middle step),
be instructed to. continue working.

--Discuss results of having no one strip wires.

--(After removing the student from the first step), he",
instructed to continue working.

s

--Discuss results of having no one cutting.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

--Transformers to be reclaimccr.

-7Wire cutters, strippers, solder pot.

Experiment with the speed of having one worker do the whole process vs. each worker specializing in one step,
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ELEMEN1% EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: TO know that tentative educational plans must be formulated in order to

arrive at a certain goal.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked what are the 1ucationa1 requirements to be a

teacher's aide, the student will answer: "be graduated from high school.'

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10-14

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

isit a primary classroom that has a teacher's aide.

--Discuss what the aide did.

--Listen to the aide as a guest speaker.

--Ask the aide what education is rthquired to be an
aide.

!
--Be an "aide for a day" --shadowing and assisting th'e
aide in the primary class.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Random' House: Great Big School House by R.
Scarry

-Resource person: a teacher's .aide.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Investigate educational requirements of other careers.
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ELEMENT: EbUCATIONAL AWARENESS..

kat1G.,R4IGE LEARNER OBJECT1VE:Jo learn that h

as computational skills.

reign ills (e.g., comainication) are as neceisary

SPKIFIc SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student Wilt demonstrate her or his ability to call the

fire departmwt to report a fir%

SUGGUTED suBJEcT Alikk Uangu'age arts

ESTED-DEVELOOMENTAL A-GE: 7-10

a

*ACTIVrRES/STRATEQ.IES
,

liistening -to a tape of various emergency
soundeaiscuss sounds heard and the necessary steps
to take with each.

--Discuss the possibP meanings of flashing lights on
veh ic le s.

--V itsit a fire .statio-n.

--Listen tO the fir. fighter, in class g uest speaker, tell
what todo when a person discovers a fire.

--Discuss what information must be given in repbrtini3

a fire.

--Practice reporting
telephone.

fires on a Inon-workirilir

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

t-
t,

MATFilt.NLS/RESOU ACES

-Tape of emersency sounds.

Local fire station with staff ai resftrce persons.

-Bell Telephone's -Tele-trainer": (a pair o% real
telephones that ar:e hooked up together and can be
made to ring).

- T y program: "Emergency".

-Youncifeople's ReCords: "Let's Be Firemen.'

--Encyclopedia filritannica: . Freddy the F ir man
(Career Kits for Kids Series).

9
a

Contrast and cdmpare huTan relations skillleth computational skills.

'44
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ELEMENT: EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVC To recogni0 that there are many training channels directed toward job

entry. A ).

SfECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will state at leir one way she or he can 'be

trained to be a construction worker,

SUGGXSTED SUBJECT ARiA; Preyocational

SUGGISTED DeVELOPMENTAt. AGE: 10-14
.,

".

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-View resources on construction workers.

-yisit a building under construction in the area.

--Listen to a construction Worker guest speaker

explain how his/her training was received.

--Visit a vocational school's building construction
class.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

f

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Centron Jobs in the City: Construction.
(film) ``

-Educational_ Activities Inc.: Construction Workers
(filmstrip)

-Encyclopedia Britannica: Rusty the Construction
Worker. (multimedia kit)

Investigate sources of training for other occupations:.

tv

5.*
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ELEMENT: EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To acquire the basic skills and habits found in thb working world.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will give three reasons for wanting to go to

school.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Soqial studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 5-8 -

ACTIVITIES/STRATEME§- MAITERIALS/RESOURCES

--Ditcuss the. advantages of going to school vs. the -Dennison: First Day at School by J. Holland. (book)

edvantages of staying at home.

-ROW play a pretend. situation: "All schools are
forever closed."

--Help compile a list of "Good things that happen

when we go to school."

--Help chart a story abouthings we learn at

school."

--DraCni pictures of learning at school.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES.;
0

:Chart paper, drawing paper, drawing materials.

investigatik other habits necessary to the working world (i.e., following directions, working with others, dring quality

work at a setisfactory iate,

N.
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ELEMENT: ED.VICATIONAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To understand that knowledge or skills which are transferable will

facilitate retraining.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student ni ll list five specific qualiiications which are

basic to any job. \

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMEVAL AGE: 10-14

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-Discuss: what a truck driver must know besides how

to drive a truck,. what a wajtress must know besides

. how to carry food, etc.

--Listen to guest speakers tell what employees in

general must be able to do.

--Discuss the importance of work habits and behtors,
such as following directions, being able to work with
others, doing quality work at a satisfactory rate,

accepting supervision, ei-d,

--Create a bulletin board of what all workers must be

able to do.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Resource persons: representative from local Job
Service Oifice, a local personnel mpager.

--Guidance Associates: Trouble at Work. (filmstrips)

--Educational Projections Corp.: Keeping a Job:
Attitudes. Work, Pe Pole. (multimedia)

-SRA: Your Attitude is Chang ng. (book) -

OTHER RLATEli ACTIVITIES:

Focus on specific job skills that are transferable to his/her jobs.

9 t;
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ATTITUDES AND APPRECIATIONS

Healthy attitudes and appreciation for work are key elements in the degree of success attained by workers. Thus,

students should be helped to -develop a receptive attitude toward careers and to appreciate the, need for all forms of

work. The student's ability to perceive people objectively affects his/her ability to work cooperatively. In addition

the ability to exhibit traits of dependability and responsibility in a variety of settings is strong eviance of how well

the student may perform in her or his career.

Long-range learner objectives suggested by the South Carolina Department of Education Career Education Staff

for the attitudeo and appreciations element:

1 . To understand the importance of each individual in the function of the home/family unit as well as the school

or social setting.

2. To recognize the vital impeirtance of a cooperative spirit.

3. To learn to analyze working roles according to. adVantages and disadvantages.

4. To understand the relationship between-occupations and their changes.

5. To appreciate all forms of work (i.e., to recognize the dignity. inherent in all jobs).

.6. To understand the need to make a meaningful career choice. (lndividubls are responsible for their career

planning and personal values related to life choices.)

7. To know that the ability to perceive the environment affects ope's attitudes toward work.

8. To develop healthij work habits (e.g., dependability and respnsibility in a variety of settings).

9. To realize that,wcrk affords different rewards to individuals (e.g., monetary or perso

S A
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ELEMENT: ATTITUDES & APPRECIATIONS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To understapd the importance of each individual in the function Of the

home/family unit as well as the school or socif4 setting. .

SPEtIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECilVE: The student will cooperattwitt! -the Student Worker of the

Week project as directed.

SUGGESTED SUi:?ECT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESTED DEVEI_OPMENTAL AGE: 9-12

A

ACTIVIT1ES/STRATEGIES

The student will:

--Discuss possible guidelines for the.project.

--Participate in setting the guidelines by consensus.

--Help select the 'student and staff judging team.

--Plan the awards ceremony.

'--Congratulate the winner.

--Help assemble a bulletin board display about the
wi nne;': photograph, work samples, interesting
stories, favorite pastimes and possessions.

--Honor the winner throughout the week.

OTHER RELATED ACTVITIES:
.>-"--------

FocUs on the importance of each family member.

83

MATERIALVRESOURCES

--R esource persons: staff membeis--to assist in
judging; principal--to give out awards.

--Photographs, work samples, and other personal
materials Of.the selected student.

--Simple refreshments for the award ceremony.



ELEMENT: ATTI1UDiS & APPRECIATIONS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To rec?gnize the vital importance of a cooperative spirit.

SPECIFIC SHORTiTERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will identify fivedifferent activities for which,

more than one person is required.

SUGGESTED S BJECT AREA: Prevocational.

SUG9ESTED VELOPMENTAL AGE: 9-12

APTIVITIESTRATEGJES

-Be ptesented with a problem that requires two or

more persons to solve (e.g., carry a table down a

hallway). 4

--Solve the problem.

--Be assigned to work with a partner on various tasks.

--Discuss the likes and dislikes about working.with

others.

--Participate in i team sport.

--Visit an assembly line type industry.
-

--ParticiPate in a simulated activity in vhich one

'member does not cooperate.

--identify situations in1which there is cooperatiwtand

shared responsibility. -

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES: *

4 MATER1ALS/RESOURCES

--American Guidance Semice: DUSO. (multimedia

Icit)

.--Coionet: Our FamilyWorksT(igethe'r. (film)
&

-Resource persons: vvorkirs in an assembly lice type

industry.

Further tnveitigate the grobable eventtial future of a person who refuses to cooperate.
,

4'
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ELEMENT: ATTITUDES & APPRECIATIONS 4

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To learn to analyze working rules according to advantages and

disadvantages.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will give two advantages and two disadvantages

of being a police officer.

SUGdESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 6.9

I.

ACT IVITIES/STRATEQIES

--View media about being a police dfficer.

--Meet the police,offider-classroom visitor.

--Visit the police departMent.

Icilk play a day in the life of a police officer.

--Discuss the advantages of being a polic'e officer.

,- ..
.. .,f

--Dispuss the disadvantages' of ng''a police.I3fficer.
. ..

_.,, t."{ : ,

11413'.
OTHER REbATED ACTIVITIES: .

MATERIALS/RESOUR*

-Allpert Whitman & Co.: Squad Car 55 by J. Barr.

-Troll Assoc: "Getting to Know the Police Statiort"
(Let's Imagine Going Places) (cassette)

-Young People's Records: "Lei Be Policemen."

-Lothrup, Lee & Shepard: What Can She Be Series: A
Police Officer by G. $c E. Goldreich.

--Resource-per' son: a polic4e officer.

4

Investigate the reason behind schoolregulations, laws. StUdy adyantages and disadvantages Of other careers.

4
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4LEMENT: ATTITUDES & APPRECIATItNS

LONG RANGE LgARNER OBJECTIVE: To understand the relationships between'opcup-ations and their changes.

SPEC4FIC SItORT-TEAM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will compare and contrast three job duties of

an ailane pilot today and 60 years ago.

SUGGESTED SUBJEcT AREA: Social studies
-t

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 11-14

ACTIVITIES/STRATEG1ES MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Lothrup, Lee, & Shepard: If I Flew A Plane by M.

Yeung. (book)
--View media about being a pilot.

--Listen to classroom pilot guest speakers talk about

their duties.

--Visitin airport.

--Educational Activities: Airport (Career Awareness

Series). (multimedia)

--Scholastic: Jet Pilot (People Who Work Series).

--Visit the litirary to.research flight 60 years ago. (sound filmstrip)

--Discuss difference in duties between a pilot today -Resource people: a pilot and a retired pilot.

and one 60 yeal-s ago.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Investigate the changes in other modes of transportation and how that affects peOple employed to work with them.

N,
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ELEMENT: ATTITUDES & APPRECIATIONS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To apPreciate all forms of work (i.e., to recognize the dignity inherent in

all jobs.)

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will name the Job-of-the-Week and tell

something about this career.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 5-9

,ECTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

vet

--Look at the pictures on the b Iletin board of
workers working in the job-of-the-

--Name the job-of-the-week.

--View materials abo;.it the job-of-the-week.

--Discus skills and ability required on this job.

--Discuss tools and equipment required on this job.

--Discuss te role this job plays in the comrnunity.

--Discuss the need for persons interested in

Oerforming the job.
-

--Meet the worker (a clawoom visitor) who works in
the job of the week.

OTI-IER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

MATERIALS/RESOU

-Fearon: The Job Box. (boot

--New .Reater's Press:
and II by D. Schroeder (books)

by C. Blakely

--King Features:haeye_Career areness Program.

(comic books)

--Pathescope: People At Work. (filmst.rips)

--Changing Times Educational Service: Real People At

Work. (books)

-Resource person: the worker of the week.

Play '.'What's My Job"--based on the TV show 'What's My Line."

87
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ELEMENT: ATTITUDES & APPRECIATIONS
-4S

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To understand the need to make a meaningful career choice. (Individuals

are responsible for their career planning and personal values related to life choices)

,
SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: After reading about famous people and interviewing local

workers, the stubent wilt write a one-page paper naming each person and their goals and whether or not they

attained the goals.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Language arts

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 14-18

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Discuss the concept of goal setting and its elements:

self assessment, reality testing, motivation,

perseverance, etc.

--Discuss result of goals with regard to personal

satisfaction.

-Locate library books abou t famous people.

.
-Interview school personnel, parents, and others with

regard to their goal attainment.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Library books about famous people and their

careers.

ee-Resource persons: school personnel, parents, other

local workers.

-Argus Communication: How Do You Make
Decisions? (Feelings & Ttrughts). (sound filmstrip)

--ETV: Bread & Butterflies.

Students set own shoit term goals and evaluate progress toward attainment.

88
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ELEMENT: ATTITUDES & APPRECIATIONS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To know that the ability to perceive the environment affects one's

attitudes toward work. s.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will pick up and properly dispose of any trash

found on the school grounds\

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Social Stucles

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 4-7

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Observe a puppet show about "Litter the Bug."

--Discuss why she or he did not like the litter bug.

--Draw pictures of the litter bug at work.

--Plan a campaign to "kill the litter bug" (pick up
trash).

--Carry out the campaign on the school

grounds

--Discuss why he or she feels good after picking up
trash.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

Educational Action, Inc.: Teaching Children Vaiues
Through Unfinished Stories. (filmstrip and record)

Hand puppets.

Art materials for pictures.

Garbage bags for picking up trash.

Train studbnts to closely observe other aspects of their environment.

1P
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f
ELEMENT: ATIITUDES & APPRECIATIONS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To develop healthy work habits (e.g., dependability and respansibility in a

variety of settings.)

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will name five kindiof safety equipment worn

on jobs.

SUGGESTED4UBJECT AREA: Prevocational.

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENtAL AGE: 10-14

ACTIVITIESJSTRATEGIES

-Listen to an occupational safety specialist describe

how to identify and &al with potential safety

hazards.

--Interview parents, as to what kinds of, safety

precautions they must take on their jobs.

-Listen to a representative froril the S.- C. State

Employmem Security Commission discuss the

number of hours and money lost on jobs because of

failure to observe safety precautions.

-View a collection df safety equipment.

--Visit -a local
by workers.

//
--Discuss what miaht happen if the workers did not

use their stifety equipment.

ustry toiew safety 'equipment worn

,MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Resource persons: Occupational Safety Specialist,

parents, S. C. State Employment Security

Commission representative.

-Hard hat, safety goggles, steel tip shoes, rubber

gloves, ear plugs, bullet-proof vest, etc.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Investigate other healthy work habits.

1



ELEMENT: ATTITUDES & APPRECIATIONS

I .

LONG 'RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To realize that Work affords different rewards to indiv,iduals (e.g.,

monetary or personal).

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student Will list five different rewards teachers said

they receive from teaching.

SUGGESTED SUELIECT AREA: PrevoCational

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 12-16
4 ' .

ACTIVITIES/STRATEG1,ES

--Discuss the renumerative aspects of work.

--Discuss working as a sense of belonging.

--Discusk work ing-e6 way to form new friendships.

--Discuss working for security.

--Discuss working for fulfillment.

--Interview parents to see what rewards they get from

working. 1.

--With a partner interview a teacher in the school to

discover what rMards the teacher gets from teaching.
ith

-Report interview results to class.

-4-lelp chart variout, rewards from wprking.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES':

MATER:IALSIRESOUricES'

--Houghton-Mifflin: Why Work? (film)
?".

--ETV: Bread & Butterflies.

--Resource persons: parents and other teachers.

4

,

: lnyestigate hOw pea)le arp"Paid: by the Riece, by the hour, salary, overtime, time alhd a half, etc.

91
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SOCIAL AWARENESS

ISocial airareness involvet learning to get along with others and becoming sensitive tO their needs. t alio
encompasses the a.bility tdaccept criticism and dfrection pncf,to afssume responsibility:Students shopld be helped to
develop these abilities, for personal relationships with fellow worker's are usually tntegrat in the satisf!sction and

success associated with a jobs
4

I .

- Long-range learner objectives suggested by the South Carolina DElpartmen\of Edutation Career Education Stiff

for the social awareness element are:

1. To understand the need for cooperation.in the completion of, tasks.

2. To be able to acatipt aiticism and direction..

3`. To assume responsibility.

4. To. understand the approach needed to resolve personarconffict between one's individual goals and group goals.

5. To relate the similarity betwien the order and structurepf a school environment to society af glove.

6. To know that work is a meani of developing-social relatb.nships (i.e., acquiring social status and prest(ge).

7. To understand that personal relationships,with fellow workers are important to job satisfaction.

8. To realize that an individual's work affects his or her stindard of living (i.e., total life-style).
C 4,

9. To-appreciate the fact that customs, traditions, and attitudes of society affect the world of work. .
. .

Co 12..

To understand that all jObs are dependent upon other jobs.

To realize that society is dependent upon the work of many people.

To know that society provides rewards for work.-
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ELEMENT: SOCIAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNOR OBJECTIVE: To understand the heed for cooperation In the completion of tasks.

SPECIPIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Working with another student, the student will complete a

cooperative project in which one student traces animal shapes anirthe second cuts them out.
- t

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA:Social Studiei

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 7-10

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES
v-

The student will:

.--Discuss reasons Why People work wil.h others. _

-VSsit an assembly line type industriar site to observe
coSpiration among *eskers.

--Role play situations in which two worker.s.refuse to
cooperate with each i3ther. it

-DisEuss the probable tesults of such refusal to
COQperete. .

-Atter playing - in a kickball game, discuss wt.ly

cooperation among tile team mempesp.was necessary.

s
ihcooperative projects.

OTHER RELATEDACTIVITIES:

Investigate cooperatien oria,laZger scale-between industiies, states, oStintries, etc:

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Local operably type industty

'--Singer: Job Survival Skills. (multimedia kit)
.-

.-SRA.: Your Attitude lsChangin9:jbook)

0
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ELEMENT: SOCIAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE:To be able to accept critysm mild direction.

SPE6IFIC.:SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBjECTIVE: When criticized 4nstrUctivelyz the student will react in an

ppropriale manner.
«

SUGGESTiD SUBJECT AREA: Language arts-spanh stimulation

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10-16

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

--Practice desensitizatidn exercises by hearing

criticism of-sell. f
r

-Role play situations in which students deliver
critical statements to'each other.

-Observe responses to «instructive criticism on
videotape and attempt direct imitation.4

-Discuss criticism as a form of evaluation.

-View various employee rating scales.

-Listen to a -personnel manag9f tell how criticism is
used in working with employe.

-Through the use of classroom ;kerne, act out
appropriate ways of handling criticism.

MATERIALS RESGURCES

-Videotape equipment?

=Employee evaluation forms.

-Resource person: . personnel manager of _a low
business/industry. «

-Mafex e4ssoc.: Let's Talk About.. (filmstrip)

a'

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Contrast constructive criticism to rejecting type statement's. Learn to respond tat unfa ir criticism.

orr.
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ELEMENT: SOCIAL AWARENESS

A

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To assame responsibility.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM, BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE; The student will perform assigned classroo

. 'checked by self and teacher.

SUGGESTED"SqtlECT ARYA: Provocations!

*SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 6-8

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-biscuss what happols that is good when the
character (in media observed or read) did her or Prrs

Yob., -

-Check job chart to find assiggment for week.

-Peactice doing job under supervision.

-Practicsluating self.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Emphasize responsibility in home
not:being responsible:

f

dATERIALS/RESdURCES

-Eye Gate: Andy Walks the Dog. (filmstrip)

-Coronet: Beginning responsibility:
Qursolves,in School. (film)

-Random House: Horton Hatches the Egg. (boolc) ,

-Job chart: lisiirp of student names (with 0
identification if necessary) and accontenying pictU

of job assignment.

-EValuation form: studek cllecks whether he or sh

did work, ori time, neatli, and was cooperatiVe
teacher writes narrative On bock,

19s, after school jobs, in School (out of clissroom) jobsruss consequences of 1,6
16
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gt,01ENT: SOCIAL AWARENESS

.LONkRANGE LEARNER OWEICTIVE: To understand the approach needed to resolve personal conflict between

one's individual goals and groupsrals.

to,

PECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Thistudant will demonsiate the ability to compromise in

a deedloci situption resulting from the conflict of individuals opposing goals.

pUGaGSTED5L113.1ECT AREA: Frevocational.

SVGGESTED DEVEL9PMENTAL AGE: 12-16.

Ada I V IT ILES/STP ATEG IE$

-Role play situationn which persons are in conflict .

due to opposing goals.

-CCiscuss compromise as a l;asic form of alternative to

conflict.

-List times of compromises she or hfii is involved in

within the scProol setting.

-Role clay. cor,flict .situations Which are solved by

ccrpromise.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

MATERIALSJRES6URCE'S

-Argus Communications: Feelings and Thoughts,

(multimedia)

V
.-Pinnent Educttional Materials: Vatije ip Action.

(soynd filmstrip)

, --kgaron: What _ft Takes by T. Clayton. (book)

Ways to find information to develop goal alteynatives.
,

1
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ELEMENT: SOCIAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To relate the similarity between' the order and structure of a school

environment to society at large.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When Biked, the student will tell three (ob duties of-trse

school lunchroom manager.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Sopial Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 6-9

ACTIVITIES/STRATEG1ES

-Visit, the school lunchroom to see.wh4 the manager

doe&

-Help compose an experience chart of the visit to the

lunchroom.

\ -Draw pictures of scenes observed in the lunchroom.

.:Describe drawings to other, classmates.

-Lt ten to the manager describe his' or her duties
whil visiting the clasiroom.

-Assist the manaaer du.ring a lunch period (i.e.:
cleaningtrays, wiping tables, serving food, etc.)

MkTERIAXP/RESOURCES

-Clearview, Inc.: Everybody .Eats: Working the

World Series. (filmstrip) .

-Resource person: school lunchroom manager.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Compare duties of school lunchroom manager to chef in a local restaurant.

97
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ELEMENT: SOCIAL AWARENESS

. .
.

.I.DNG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVEI To. know plat work is a means of deireloping social relationships (i.e.,:.
. *

acquiring social status and prestige). i
... .

._ r
.

. SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: The student will introduce herielf.or himself toil stranger

in an appropriate mariner. 1

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Language arts-oral communication

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 90-14

ACTIVITIMSTRATe31ES

-Watch a yideotapesof appropriate introductions.
. .

-imitate tape in roleplaying situations.

--Watch a reacher-staged , examPle of .' poor
self-introductions.1,

1 -

-Dis`Cuss what the other person possibr felt and
thought after the poor introduction.

--Stqlents role play situations in which
self-introductions are .properlY Made.

-Practice by introducing self to classroom speakers.

MATERIALS/RESQVRCO

LLippincott: Manners City* Fun by M. Leaf (book)

-Follett: The Frie'pcis Ycitt Make by R. H: Tbrner
(book)...

-Educational Activities: Teaching it °ad Mapets and
Behayjor, (filmstrip)

-Frpnk E. Richards: Manners by h. Prevo. (book)

-Webiter/McGraw-Hill: Manners Made Easy. by M.
Beery, (book)

OTHEFI RELATED ACTIVITIaS:

Learn the full names of all the other ktudents and/or co-workers. ,
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ELEMENT:SOCIAL AWARENESS

LONG RAN19E LEARNEI OBJECTIVE: 'To understand that ziers'o

important tojob satisfaction.

SPECrIC SHORT-TERM BliAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked i

who IS alweys Losing his or h the student will answer "no."

.SUGG,ESTED SUBJECT ARE: 'Langur:se arts-speech stimulation

SUGGiSTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 10-16

ACT I V IT I ES/STRATE G I ES

-.Describe what a person,may do When he or We loses
her or his temper.

'-Relate experiences ab9ut losing own temper.

-Discuss reasons why a person may lose his or her

temper.

.-Discuss how one feels being around an angry perste.

pisouss appropriate means of venting anger at home,

ln chool, on the lob.

-Role play situations iii which a person loses his or

her temper and the resulting consequences. Repeat

the scene having the person dontrot her or Ais temper

'instead.

A

nal relitionships with fellow workers are

she or he would like to be around a pirson

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Follett: The Friepds Yqu Make by R. H. Turner.
(book)

-Educational Projections' Corp.: Guidknce and

HumariRelations. (multimeZia)

--Guidance Associates: You ,got madAre You9 tad?
(First Things Value Series) (filmstrip). Dealing With
Amer. (filmstrip)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Examine, other impediments to good interpersonal relationships.
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Ei.EMOILTj SOCIALAWARENESS

LONG RANgE LEARNER
OiVECTIVE: To realize that in Individual's work affects his or her standard of living.,

SPECIPId SHORT-TERM,BEHAVIQRAL.OH4ECTIVE; Givea,food, clothing, shelter, and tianspOrtation costs., the

student wM set up hep budgets\ (one for a worker making minimum loge and the other,maging 1% times minimum

wage)--calculating how much each worker has to spend onsteisure time.sctivities.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT AREA: Math

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE:11-14

ACTIVITIES/STRATEGIES

"-Tell fovorite leisure° tiovif activities and the cost for

each.

--Help the class oonjpile a chart of favorite activities

and their costs.

-N -Survey Community for frie leisure activities.

-Visit the site of a free leisure time activity.

-Divide leisure activities into the.categories of: free,

modendecost, and expensive. r

three different
-*

-Calculate cost of participating in
leisure activities for ae week.

a

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Daily newspaper, ra dio, and televisiori.

...Educational Projections Corp.: How to ,Plan -Your

,Recreation. (filmstripe)Organizations for Children.

(filmstrips)

J
-Instructor Curriculum Materials: "Let's Look At
Sports Chart Series." (charts) .

-Interpretive Education: Recreation and Leisure
Tiny Series. (rnuAimedia)

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Repeat the above oily emphasizing money availaple to spend on clothing, transportation, or housing. Calculate

average yearly wages forl variety ofOctupations.

3.

10,5
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ELEMENT: SOCIAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To appreciate thp fact that cuitoms, troditions, attitudes of society affect,
the world of work.

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: When asked what is a strike, the student will reply: when
,

all the workers refuse to work for some particular reason.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT ARBA: Social studies.

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 12-18

ACTIVITIES/ST.RATEGIES

-Investigate what a union is.

-Pursue wer known strikes of the past.

--Listen to the union leader-guest speaker discuss
striking.

c.../` -Discuss what happens to the' biAsiness end the
workers during a strike.

A

MATE RI ALS/R ESOURCES

-Nei/ Reader's., Prep: The World of Work by 'Kay
Koschnick. (book)

-Resource person: union leader.

Union plinted materials.

1

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

StudY;Illue Laws."

6

r
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\1LEMENT: SOCIAL AWARENESS

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To understand that all cobs are dePolndent upon othe; jObS.

SPECIFIt iHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVET In buying a cotton shirt, the student discribiis the josior

'production steps necessary: plant seeds, growrharvest, refine, weave, cut, stiW, distribute, buy in siore.

SUGGESTED SUBJECT-AREA: Social Studies

SUGGESTED DEVELOPMENTAL AGE: 9-12

AcTIVITIES/STRATEMES MATE R IA LsolEsoyRCEs

-Plant own cotton seeds.

-Visit a farm with cotton planted.
6, I.

-Remove cotton seeds from cotton balls by hand.

-Visit'a textile mill.

-Make a spinning wheel wad spin cotton thread.

\ihrtita clothing factpry.

-Cut out and sew simple aprons. I

--Resource persons: Potion farmer, iextile mill
representative, &thing factory rePresentative,

spinning and weaving hobbist

-Make spinning wheel from)) paper cup revolving
around an upright lonenail anchored in wood.

4
a.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Explore the interdependency of workers needed to sell a cotton shirt: from raw product to finish.

I 9.7

.04
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ELpMIENT: SO9IAL. AWARENESS
)

LONG RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE; To realize that societY is dependent upon the we;k-of many People-

SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE: Jhelgudent 'Will name five living things:and tell what 'they

are dependent an.

SliUAESTED SUBJECT AREA:, SEience

SUGGESTED DEVELOPIENtAL AGE: 9-12

ATIVITIES/STRATEGIES

-Hblp set up a classroom aquarium and, terrarium.
Observe how large fish depend on small fish for food;

how Insects depend on plants for food.

--Conduct a plant exferinient with marigold
seedlings: Withhold Water from one, light frôm.,

another, and fertilizer from the third. Discuss results.,

-Deter;nin e all the ways a baby depends on.his or her
parents for food, clothing, and shelter.

-Tour the school to dbtermine how students are,
dependent on sctool employees.

MATERIALS/RESOURCES

-Encyclopedia Britannic:a: Livi9 Things Depend on
4- Each Other. (film).

--Two 101-20 gallon aquariums.--
lk

- An assortment of common local fish.
I

-Inseqs, local plants.

- Marigold seeAngs.

AL

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES:

-Investigate dependency of workers on each other within one given industry or business.

-7

..

41.
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ELEMENT: SOCIAL AWARENESS

,

toNp RANGE LEARNER OBJECTIVE: To know that spciaty prpviaes ya-vards for work.

SPECIFIC sHoRt-TE9M BEHAVIORAL OBJECilifk: When a*ked What ire wine frinsie jaAefititon the job, the,
stuadent will answer: sick' legave, vacation, paid insurance, retirement:etc.

SUGGESTED SUBJEtT AREA: Prevocational

SUGGESIEb DEVELOPMENTAL AGE:. 1 6

ACT1 V I TI ES1ST R ATEgi ES
,

-Discuss wbat 'else WOrkers /Ira paid.' ca'on

-Explore the meaning df fringa beneii

stirihe,.ot the Mfior co
package.

MA4TEA I A LS/El ESIDUR-CES

ew -Rfflader's %Press: .The Worki4of: Work by' Kay
Kosthnick.

$ . I.

earket Brat: !..Cpriters." (ciame),

jSteady
,

-Atbbree,,Persons:..per.sonne! maraer and union ',npp.iir ono
coiipaiw's'fringe

.
.

-,-044.to uniOrf ieadek., d
woulcilike to siiiiitiuded..irile

OTFIER RELATED ACIIVIT

d*

Investigipa ather rewaids: economic independe
markers i& pahicular tYpel ufjobs.

7

..secuirh)gh esteem of
.
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